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Introductory Words by Dr. Catherine Foley
Chair ICTM Study Group on Ethnochoreology

The year 2020 has been a memorable and unprecedented year due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. This pandemic has presented health, social, economic and pedagogi-
cal challenges worldwide, which has included the cancellation or postponement of 
many events. This included the postponement of the 31st Symposium of the ICTM 
Study Group on Ethnochoreology, which was due to have taken place in July 2020 
in Klaipeda, Lithuania, but on public health advice, the Executive Committee made 
the decision to postpone the symposium to July 2021. With the prospect of COVID-19 
vaccines being rolled out in different countries in early 2021, delegates were offered 
the opportunity to present either face-to-face presentations at the symposium in 
Klaipėda in July 2021 or online presentations. This will, therefore, be the first sym-
posium in the history of our Study Group that will have both face-to-face and online 
presentations; these presentations, which will make for a stimulating symposium, are 
included in this Book of Abstracts with accompanying biographies of the presenters.

The Executive Committee would like to take this opportunity to thank the Pro-
gramme Committee Selena Rakocevic (Co-Chair), Anne von Bibra Wharton (Co-
Chair), Linda Dankworth, Gediminas Karoblis, Daniela Ivanova-Nyberg, Urmimala 
Sarkar and Stephanie Smith for their hard work in meeting the COVID-19 challenges 
and in putting the symposium programme together. We also thank the hosting in-
stitution of our symposium the Department of Ethnomusicology at the Lithuanian 
Academy of Music and Theatre in partnership with Klaipėda University, the Coun-
cil for the Safeguarding of Ethnic Culture, the Klaipėda Ethnic Culture Centre, and 
the Lithuanian Ethnic Culture Society, for their continued commitment to hosting 
the 31st Symposium of the ICTM’s Study Group on Ethnochoreology. We acknowl-
edge and thank the Local Organising Committee consisting of Dalia Urbanavičienė 
(Chair), Gaila Kirdienė, Vidmantas Mačiulskis, Lina Petrošienė, Nijolė Sliužinskienė, 
and Kristina Dolinina for producing this Book of Abstracts, for patience in again 
meeting the different challenges, which the COVID-19 pandemic has presented, and 
for their continued efforts in preparing for our 31st Symposium.  

In addition, I would like to thank the members of the Executive Committee Siri 
Maeland (Vice Chair), Andriy Nahachewsky (Secretary), Tvrtko Zebec (Leader of Pub-
lications Committee), Sándor Varga, and Dalia Urbanavičienė for their continued 
commitment, support and work on the committee and we are looking forward to 
meeting you either in Klaipėda or online and to hearing your presentations. In the 
meantime keep dancing, researching and, above all, staying well. 

Beannachtaí 

Dr. Catherine Foley
Chair, ICTM Study Group on Ethnochoreology

December 2020, Limerick
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Introductory Words by 
Selena Rakočević and Anne von Bibra Wharton
Programme Committee Co-Chairs

Despite a difficult and uncertain 2020 marked by a retreat before an invisible and 
insidious enemy – the Corona 19 virus, which globally influenced our professional 
and private lives, the ICTM Study Group on Ethnochoreology manages to maintain 
continuity in mutual communication between members, and the exchange and 
development of their fruitful ideas upon certain ethnochoreological topics. Along 
with the virtual symposium devoted to “Ethnochoreology in a time of social and 
physical distance” and the SG business meeting held on July 20 and 21, 2020 (or-
ganized by Faculty of Music, University of Arts in Belgrade), which gathered more 
than 90 dance scholars all over the globe, this abstract booklet is an immediate 
indicator of joint efforts for sustaining our professional and intellectual consid-
erations about dance and contributes to the preparations for our next gathering 
within the 31st Symposium. The symposium, organized in Klaipėda (Lithuania) was 
postponed from July 18-25, 2020 to July 12-18, 2021. Regardless of whether it will 
be maintained in person, in virtual form, or in a combination of those two ways 
of communication, the Local Organizing Committee led by Dalia Urbanavičienė 
decided to use financial resources available until the end of 2020 to print the ac-
cepted abstracts in advance. That is the main reason why it appears long before 
the gathering itself.

Based on the Call for Presentations and planned scholarly discussions, the ab-
stracts in this booklet are organized within two symposium themes – Dance and 
Economy (selected by members of the group) and Dance Transmission (defined by 
the local organizer). In the aim of broadening presentational possibilities within the 
31st SG symposium, the Programme Co-Chairs decided to expand standard modes 
of presentations – Individual Paper Presentation, Panel, Poster, Roundtable, Video/
DVD Presentation and Film/DVD Presentation, with Interactive Individual Presenta-
tion. Consequently, this segmentation was used as the basis for organizing abstracts 
within this booklet. 

The evaluation of proposals, guided by the Programme Co-Chairs, included the 
work of five additional members of the Programme Committee: Dr. Linda Dank-
worth (England), Dr. Gediminas Karoblis (Lithuania/Norway), Dr. Daniela Ivanova-
Nyberg (Bulgaria/USA), Dr. Urmimala Sarkar (India), and Dr. Stephanie Smith (USA). 
The deadline for sending proposals was November 1, 2019 and the whole process of 
anonymous evaluation was finished by the end of January 2020. 

Despite the uncertain future, which will affect the forms of our professional 
communication during 2021 and consequently our capability for travel and/or vir-
tual communication, all originally accepted abstracts are included in this booklet. 
Considering the fact that the final schedule of presentations cannot be known at 
this time, all abstracts are ordered alphabetically according to the initial words of 
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panel titles (within the panels we kept the ordering suggested by the moderators) 
and family names of the individual presenters. The form of abstracts has to be 
equalized in the length and style, which was the reason why we avoided including 
list references, at the same time keeping them in the text wherever they are cited. 

The final decision about the form of organizing this event will depend on global 
and national circumstances as well as personal decisions considering health issues 
and preventing infection. Regardless, this abstract booklet certainly contributes to 
sustaining our intellectual exchange. We both hope that it will inspire us for further 
fruitful and broad dialogues focused on dance.

Selena Rakočević and Anne von Bibra Wharton
Programme Committee Co-Chairs

December 2020
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THEMES

THEME 1. Dance and Economy
Dance has significant relevance in constructing social interconnections and estab-
lishing power relations within a community. However, aspects of dance as economy, 
broadly understood as constituting a variety of exchange relations among and within 
communities, have received little attention in scholarly research. Exploring specific 
ways in which dancers, dances, and dancing are implicated in interacting worlds of 
exchange—of money, labour, commodity, affect, and sentiment, among others— en-
hances our understanding of dance’s role in the context of real lives and concrete social 
situations. Questions generated by this perspective might be addressed at both micro 
and macro levels, in terms of systems of exchange or specific transactions.

This theme invites presentations that address issues related to: 
•	 Theoretical	issues	regarding	interrelations	between	dance	and	economy
•	 Dance	as	a	cultural	product	with	economic	value
•	 Dancing	as	interactions	of	economic	value
•	 Dance	and	aspects	of	professionalization	
•	 Dance	and	local	economies
•	 Dance	and	global	economic	flows
•	 Dance	within	various	economic	systems	(traditional	non-monetary	economy, lais-

sez-faire capitalism, welfare state economies, capitalism, socialism and neo-liber-
alism). 

THEME 2. Dance Transmission
The concept of dance transmission can include a broad spectrum of meanings.  In a 
general sense it implies complex processes of transferring dance between those who 
transmit it and those who receive it. Transmission is the act of acquiring or passing on 
knowledge, but it is also the way of doing so. What is the process of learning or teaching 
dance? What is really transmitted when somebody teaches or learns dance? Is it a form, 
the patterns of movements, a rhythm, a style, a tradition, a worldview? Are all of these 
transmitted simultaneously or successively? How are they interlinked depending on 
different contexts? What about the role of the individual in the transmission processes? 

This theme invites presentations that address issues related to:
•	 Theoretical	issues	regarding	dance	transmission
•	 Different	ways	of	transmitting	dance	in	living	traditions	and/or	dance	revivals
•	 The	relationship	between	dance	transmission	and	dance	knowledge
•	 Dance	teaching/learning	
•	 Dance	in	schools	
•	 Dance	studies	in	higher	education
•	 Dance	transmission	and	media
•	 Dance	transmission	and	the	embodiment	of	cultural	values.



A BS TR AC TS
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THEME 1   |   DA NCE  A ND  ECONOM Y

P A N E L S

DANCE AS A COMMODITY – HOW AND FOR WHOM
The panel presentation will focus on dance as a cultural capital in the embodied 
state that is in the form of long-lasting dispositions of the mind and body. We will 
take into consideration that the dance becomes a commodity, it has a market price 
and is undifferentiated. This process is associated with the creation of markets for 
things such that they are bought and sold at a market price and with the breakdown 
of differentiation whereby things that were viewed as unique are viewed as com-
mon, standardized and unexceptional. Commodification means the transformation 
of relationships, formerly untainted by commerce, into commercial relationships 
of exchange, of buying and selling. The process of commodification of the dance 
will be shown from different perspectives as particular case studies from the Czech 
area. A general overview will open the questions of the dancer as a bearer of a 
cultural and social potential that is the sense for discipline, team cooperation, pa-
tience, empathy, etc. The next contribution will present in a historical perspective 
the reflection of a proper economic status and a market potential of a dancer and 
will deal with his perception of dance and dancer as a commodity within his social 
and artistic status or political attitude. Then the unique Czech-Slovak phenomenon 
of ballroom dance courses for youth will be viewed as a cultural product, with the 
aim to stress its economic impact and financial value in the Czech society. The 
presentation will outline the benefits of ballroom dance courses from two different 
perspectives – in terms of macroeconomics and microeconomics. Finally, the panel 
will revisit the question of tourism ś role in the commodification of dance and will 
open the discourse of value, in which an intrinsic and sacred cultural sphere of value 
is presumed to circulate independent of an unstable and profane economic sphere 
of value.  

HAYASHI, Lucie
How Much is the Czech Dance? 
The paper will deal with the dance productions of Czech folk dancing for tourists 
visiting Prague. This phenomenon has its origins in the 1970s when a few people – 
dancers and musicians from folklore ensembles – started to be invited to dance for 
tourists in prestigious hotels. After the 1989 “velvet revolution” the business with 
folklore became a part of tourism where the dance has its specific role. An increasing 
number of special pubs offering Czech meal, costume, song and dance show dur-
ing an evening provoke a number of questions. The most important is who are the 
dancers and musicians paid for one evening to show the Czech dance culture and 
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what is their social status? The following questions strive to explore which elements 
of the traditional culture are picked up from the traditional culture to represent the 
“real czechness” and how the interaction with foreigners (tourists) is going on: e. g. 
the negotiation about the repertoire, their participation in dance, etc. The research 
is based on the observation of the strategies of several folklore pubs in Prague and 
interviews with actors.

GREMLICOVÁ, Dorota
Dance as a Commodity, Dancer as a Capital
This paper will focus on dialogue between dance and economics, taking into account 
the different expectations of each other. Czech dance artists are constantly rebelling 
against art being considered an economic product, therefore valued by social mar-
ket behaviour. The number of tickets sold is still considered an important criterion in 
the state support system. The impact of marketing perversion is also reflected in the 
quality of production. In this world, dancers must argue their right for existence and 
struggle with the lowest salary on a daily basis, only to be despised as “tax eaters“ 
with a sad future outlook – no pension or compensation once their career is over. They 
have a hard time finding new jobs outside the field in spite of bearing a great economic 
potential for the society. However, on their way to the peak they earned many quali-
ties required nowadays from employees and mastered soft skills that are missing in 
today’s generation of top managers. As creative beings, they could be beneficial not 
only in related fields, but also in cultural and social management, with its rapidly rising 
economic capital. 

MACHOVÁ, Daniela
Ballroom Dance Courses as a Cultural Product with Economic Value
Ballroom dance courses for youth (“taneční”) seems to be a unique Czech-Slovak phe-
nomenon. According to current estimates approximately one third of 15-19-year-olds 
attend these courses. The author will view this phenomenon as a cultural product, 
with the aim to stress its economic impact and financial value in the Czech society. 
The presentation will outline the benefits of ballroom dance courses from two differ-
ent perspectives – in terms of macroeconomics and microeconomics. The case study 
in selected locations (Prague, Městec Králové, Slatiny) maps out the financial costs of 
dance courses, impact on the provision of job opportunities for economically inactive 
groups, etc.

STAVĚLOVÁ, Daniela
Dancer as a Commodity in the Self-Reflections  
of the Czech Modernistic Dancers
The paper will be based on the texts of a diverse nature from the first half of the 20th 
century by Czech modernistic dancers (Joe Jenčík, Václav Vlček, Nina Jirsíková etc.) 
concerning their economic position in the society and the market value of their work 
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as seen by themselves. The way they understood the situation of dancers as commodi-
ties for sale will be analysed in connection with the social status, artistic evaluation and 
political opinions of the selected dancers. The inner view of the dancers will be put into 
comparison with the voices from outside the dance community in the attempt to grasp 
the relationship between the modernistic dancers and contemporary society. One of the 
research goals will be to identify the potential discrepancies in the inner and outer views 
and to point out how much the modernistic dancers created a marginalized and closed 
social group.

DANCE AS GENDERED LABOR.  
QUESTIONS OF PROFESSIONALISM,  
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT, AND REMUNERATION
Dance as a labor practice varies around the world. Dancers may support themselves 
with semi-stable contracts in fixed ensembles or with monetary gifts from musi-
cians they collaborate with or from the audience. The question of who is allowed to 
dance, whom they dance with, or who is acknowledged and/or paid for dancing is 
often highly gendered, making gender a differentiating factor in aesthetics, move-
ment repertoire, and genre articulations. When paired with financial compensation, 
dance may heighten, reflect, and challenge gendered labor division, ideologies sur-
rounding masculinity, femininity, and sexuality, while being influenced by religious 
worldviews and colonial legacies.

In this panel, the three presenters interrogate dance as gendered labor in terms 
of professionalism, acknowledgment, and remuneration. “The Emotional Labor of 
Dancing” analyses the gendered politics of labor in general and the different labor 
practices regarding musicians and dancers in particular in Madagascar. The paper 
will discuss how these forms of artistry are gendered differently with respect to 
remuneration practices and to the tropes of ancestry, professionalism and com-
petition. “Money, Morals, and Masculinity” deals with the professionalization and 
commercialization of dance in Senegal, as it has attracted an increasing number 
of men into the field, although local practices of dancing are largely considered 
feminine activities. Whereas the possibility of earning money as a professional 
dancer seems to make dancing more acceptable for men, female professionals of-
ten face accusations of loose morals. “Re-Negotiating Trans Identities on the Tahi-
tian Stage” examines how trans women in French Polynesia are effectively barred 
from competing as women at the national dance festival and regularly pushed into 
sex work. The paper argues that by mastering the female movement systems and 
teaching/designing choreography for female dancers, trans women are elevating 
their status, gaining acknowledgement of their femininity, and earning a living.
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GRUBER, Cornelia
The Emotional Labor of Dancing
In Madagascar semi-professional instrumentalists are for the most part male. For their 
performances, the groups or the solo musicians are hired with verbal contracts and are 
commonly remunerated in cash or in livestock, often zebu cattle, by the end of their 
agreed upon performance period, which may last up to a month in the case of certain 
kinds of ceremonies. Though at times dancers additionally perform together with music 
groups, for example during mortuary ceremonies, they often do not receive payment in 
fixed terms, but through monetary gifts from the audience, the organizers of the event, 
or their instrumental companions. Particularly, but not exclusively during mortuary cer-
emonies, women of certain ancestral affiliations are responsible for carrying out different 
types of emotional labor such as ritual crying, and dancing. Through dancing, they lift the 
spirits of all the attendees and are respected and thanked with small monetary gifts. In 
this paper, I analyze the gendered politics of labor in general in the context of Madagascar 
as a postcolonial state and the different labor practices regarding musicians and dancers 
in particular. By discussing the history and biographies of two music groups in Southwest 
Madagascar and the different forms of labor they engage in, particularly the various types 
of performance contexts, I discuss how instrumental music and dance are gendered dif-
ferently with respect to remuneration practices and politics of emotion, and how this 
connects to the tropes of ancestry, professionalism and competition.

SEYE, Elena
Money, Morals, and Masculinity
This presentation discusses the professionalization and commercialization of dance in 
Senegal in relation to gender. The possibility to earn money has attracted an increas-
ing number of men to pursue a career in dance. Although local practices of dancing 
are largely considered feminine activities and a man’s masculinity may be called into 
question if he is considered too eager to dance, in the professional dance field men 
often play central roles. Thus, having the status of a professional dancer seems to make 
dancing more acceptable for men, whereas female professionals often face accusa-
tions of loose morals and inappropriate behavior. The presentation reflects on why 
local conceptions of masculinity and femininity result in such different interpretations 
of male and female dancers in traditional settings of social dancing on one hand and 
the stage performances of the professional dance field on the other.

MORALES, Eric César
Re-Negotiating Trans Identities on the Tahitian Stage
This presentation focuses on the role of trans women in the national dance of French 
Polynesia, ‘Ori tahiti. This dance utilizes a sex-specific movement system that equates 
biological sex with gender, and due to evangelism and colonialism, now puts specific 
parameters on transgender identities. Trans women are thus effectively barred from 
performing as women at the national festival, Heiva i Tahiti, and are regularly pushed 
into sex work. Drawing from postcolonial theory and gender studies, this paper argues 
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that these women assert their gender identities by mastering the female movement 
systems and then using this knowledge to subvert colonial paradigms by teaching and 
designing choreography for  female competitors who place at the national festival. 
This elevates the social status of trans women by gaining acknowledgement of their 
femininity and cultural knowledge, while also providing them a means to earn a living.
 

INDIVIDUAL PAPER PRESENTATIONS

ANTZAKA, Lily
My Money, Your Music, My Dance: Economic Interaction Between 
Musicians and Dancers as Cultural Practice and Performance
The paper deals with a situation still very common all over Mainland Greece: an open 
dance circle, a person about to lead the dance circle and as such to perform “his” dance, 
the musicians taking the “order” of the dancer (the song or tune of his choice),  and 
the dancer’s pay to the musicians. If we add the facts, that the musicians are mostly 
gypsies and the dancers are not, and that playing (instrumental) music (and being a 
professional) is regarded, in the historic perspective, as a “non-honorable” job, very 
much in opposition to singing (especially when performed in and by the community 
and not for money), which has not such negative connotations, then we get the full 
picture of a practice that applies for large parts of the Balkans, but will be discussed 
here using, for the sake of methodological stringency, material from Central Greece 
and especially from Epirus, in Northwestern Greece.

On the subtle “technical” cooperation of the dancer with the musicians for the per-
formance of “his” dance, the ways in which the one or the other party takes initiatives 
in matters of tunes, rhythm, tempo and the tension of the dance, much has been said 
and written. The transposition of this cooperation into economic terms has also been 
often described, especially on the side of the musicians. This paper focuses on the act 
of paying, especially viewed from the angle of the dancer.

Using material both from ethnographic literature and current field research, the 
paper discusses the question of the availability of money,  the way in which money 
is invested in the public image of the dancer (questioning the change or not of the 
socio-historical context), the connection between social status and dancing skills of 
the dancer, and the gesture proper of giving the money, in connection with the rapidly 
changing profile of the musicians. 

BLANCHIER, Raphael
The Value of a Dance. Negotiations, Commodification and Intangible 
Cultural Heritage in a Field Research about Mongolian Dances
The dance form I am researching, bii biyelgee, has been inscribed in the List of Intan-
gible Cultural Heritage (ICH) in Need of Urgent Safeguarding of UNESCO in 2009. As 
I was doing my field research in Mongolia (2010-2015), I found myself unexpectedly 
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involved in complex relations with local actors and dancers: as a foreign researcher, 
I was perceived either as a potential promoter of the dance at an international level 
or, on the contrary, as a potential ‘thief’ of the practice. The ‘value’ of bii biyelgee was 
ambiguously set in between a ‘cultural’ aspect (valuable for all of humankind and thus 
deserved international promotion), and an ‘economic’ value: a foreign ‘thief’ could take 
it, use it to make money, and give no payment back. Sometimes these contradictory 
reactions would come from the same persons, at different stages of our interactions. 

The paper aims at using the researcher’s interactions and negotiations with local 
actors as a heuristic tool to understand how different values can be attributed to an 
intangible practice such as dance. The paper does not address commodification as 
such, but rather explores the ambiguities of attributing value to a dance through the 
heuristic lens of the researcher’s negotiations in the field, in a post-inscription context. 
It thus opens a more general reflection about the ambivalences of the attribution of 
values to dance knowledge and practices. The paper argues that values depend on the 
negotiation of status between the interacting people, and on the nature of the trans-
action in which they are negotiated. It also raises the question of a possible relation 
between the reification of a dance practice as ICH element representative of a whole 
‘culture’ and its commodification and attribution of a price and questions the possibil-
ity to ‘sell’ a cultural practice defined and inscribed as inalienable and priceless. 

CHAO, Chi-fang 
Value of Regeneration:  
Dance as Cultural Heritage in Contemporary Okinawa
This paper discusses the values of dance which has been condensed into the con-
ceptualization of ‘cultural heritage’ and its devices, through the study of contempo-
rary Okinawan society. Viewed as cultural heritage, dance can play a vital role in the 
broader motivating force of cultural economy contextualized in the politics of identity, 
which enables both substantial benefit and symbolic value to be produced and cir-
culated. It can also motivate the process of regeneration when cultural heritage is at 
stake. The presentation will start from a recent catastrophic incident that occurred in 
the Shuri Castle, the famous World Heritage Site in Okinawa, which turned the major 
buildings of the Castle into ashes. The calamity has provoked acute emotional reac-
tions among Uchinaanchu (the Okinawan people), while provoking various narratives 
to rally themselves through the physical and metaphoric reconstruction of cultural 
identity. Against this dramatic yet repetitive burning, this presentation will explore 
how practitioners of Okinawan music and dance, who have respected the Castle as 
nurturing soil and the historical symbol of the classical genre, re-create the value of 
cultural regeneration through their practices. The analysis will be based on content 
analysis of interviews, news and reports on mass and social media. The argument and 
conclusion will be developed as more facts and actions regarding decisions of public 
sectors are revealed. 
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DASGUPTA, Anuran
Dancing African-ness:  
The Transnational Identity of Siddi Dammal 
This paper takes a closer look at the recent developments and changes within the 
Dammal performances of the Siddi community in the state of Gujarat in India. A micro-
minority of around 25,000, the Siddis of Gujarat, predominantly Muslims, remain till 
date, an economically and socially marginalized community within the country. Bear-
ing the painful past of slavery and forced migration from Africa on their marked bodies, 
the Siddis are African-Indians and are known within the region for their Sufi cult of the 
Abyssinian saint, Bava Gor. Apart from the ritual worship of this migrant saint, the com-
munity dance form of Dammal has attracted attention from ethnomusicologists and 
anthropologists for it still preserves the vestiges of an African past within its song lyr-
ics, musical instruments, dance movements and rhythm patterns. Owing to this ethnic 
heritage of the dance form, the Siddi Dammal has found a new platform of ‘folk’ dance 
festivals and touristic performances since the 1980s. The format of the touristic perfor-
mances, however, imposes certain characteristic changes on the community dance 
form viz. choreography, costumes, stage design and even exegetic commentaries on 
the form and the identity of the Siddi community. 

The paper thus focuses on how a dance form becomes instrumental in re-shaping 
and re-imagining an ethnic identity, and vice versa. Furthermore, analyzing the ex-
egetic commentaries on the Dammal given by Siddi performers themselves, the paper 
will tease out the evidence of shifts within the articulations of Siddi identity as a Sufi 
cult to an essentially African tribe and therefore imagination of a transnational identity. 
Using examples from anthropological research on the Siddis, this paper will also dem-
onstrate how academic knowledge created from the oral histories of the community 
can be re-utilized by the community to create and project an ethnic identity on the 
platforms of touristic and cultural performances.

DAVID, Ann
Patrons, Impresarios, Managers, Agencies:  
Controlling the Transnational Labour of Indian dance
Indian dance has often appeared in the west as a highly stylised, beautiful and some-
what exotic form. These aesthetic views hide the intricacies of the hard grind of the 
dancing body – the sweat, the callouses, the aching limbs and constant readiness for 
performance, as well as the economic value of transnational labour, of production and 
creation of audiences. Moving from the time when wealthy patrons supported dance 
performance through to the need for impresarios and nowadays government funding, 
this paper examines the production of Indian dance as labour, taking inspiration from 
Priya Srinivasan’s polemic book, Sweating Saris. Indian Dance as Transnational Labor 
(2012) and Marta Savigliano’s ground-breaking work, Tango and the Political Economy 
of Passion (1995).

I look at the example of early Indian dance pioneers Uday Shankar and Ram Gopal, 
who benefited from dance impresarios such as Russian Sol Hurok, a promoter of stars 
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of music, opera and ballet and Polish Julian Braunsweg, known for his work in ballet, 
in particular, the founding of the English National Ballet Company. These men opened 
doors for the dance artists, smoothing their passage into foreign territory and across 
political chasms, creating audiences eager to see their performances. The paper con-
cludes with a glimpse of today’s generation of young Indian dancers, competing for 
financial support for their labour in a pressurised socio-economic climate and a world 
of global flows that dictates the nature of their work, skewing the idea of what it means 
to be professional and to be active agents in their career development.

DINCER, Fahriye
How to Sell Dances?
In the last couple of decades, there has been a growing interest in dance courses pro-
vided by well-known, usually franchise dance companies that are settled in urban cent-
ers in Turkey. They provide courses for a variety of dance genres, designed according 
to an individual’s personal features (age, physical health, etc.) and preferences. They 
use social media effectively and besides their activities and programs, they inform 
people about their campaigns, discounts. They provide not only dance courses, but 
new life styles. They argue that “if you can walk, you can dance”, by dancing, “you can 
lose weight, get in form and feel confident”, you can be a healthy (as “confirmed scien-
tifically”) and social person. These are only a few of the headlines borrowed from the 
internet web sites of the most popular dance companies in Istanbul, most of which 
appear in the top 15 list of Foursquare Istanbul. 

The activities and organizational logic of these dance companies are closely associ-
ated with contemporary capitalism that has encouraged an extensive invasion of the 
economics into various fields of cultural production. The new information technologies 
are highly used, transnational forms of production and consumption are encouraged. 
They operate like markets that supply various dances (salsa, tango, bachata, cha-cha, 
swing, waltz, rumba, samba, bolero, foxtrot, samba, rumba, jive, folk dances-usually 
zeybek, oriental, Roman, sirtaki - etc.) as products for the customers in almost all kinds 
of personalized forms (like “VIP courses”). 

The main aim of this paper is to reflect on the effects of neoliberal economy on the 
cultural production, as dance being the main focus. The case study of the most popu-
lar dance companies in Istanbul, provides a basis to understand the transformation of 
dance (in terms of its logic, and in practice), especially as a response to current economic 
dynamics.

GIBERT, Marie-Pierre
Dance, Travel, and be Merry! Working Pleasures and  
Constraints of Professional Dance Instructors of Israeli Folk Dance
Since its official creation in the early 1940s, Israeli Folk Dance has been transmitted 
by dance instructors both in Israel and during training sessions abroad. Today, this 
transmission is done by paid instructors whose main job is to teach dances (theirs of 
someone else’s) to amateur dancers all over the world during leisure evenings in Israel 
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(harkadot) and workshops or camps abroad. Although seen at first glance as an activity 
which provides pleasure both to the dancers and to the instructor him or herself, such 
working occupation must be considered with a closer look. Making money out of one’s 
passion is often regarded from outside as “the best ever job”. However, whilst there are 
indeed many satisfactions for the instructor (mainly economic, social and emotional), 
visible and invisible duties and constraints are also part and parcel of this particular 
type of work if one wants to make a living out of it. Based on a cross reading of former 
fieldwork in Israel, personal experience as a participant of many workshops and camps, 
and interviews with instructors, this presentation aims at exploring the articulation 
between pleasure and constraint in one of the many professions connected to dance.

IOSIF, Corina
Folk Dances and “Traditions Market” in Romania Today
After the fall of the communist regime, groups and non-professional ensembles of folk 
dance continued their activity in the new social and political conditions. The activity of 
these groups has adapted to a growing “tradition market”. One of the important areas 
of their activity has become the field of cultural entertainment, related to private or 
public events (weddings, baptisms, birthdays, but also shows related, for example to 
the election period), occasions that become a source of money earnings for performers 
and for their “managers”. Separated from political command (but not from its significa-
tions), folklore entertainment today plays an important role both in the configuration 
of the media in Romania in general – in the symbols and significations with which they 
operate and in the kind of knowledge they produce – and in social practices of every 
kind. Furthermore, analysis of these phenomena is central to an understanding of the 
dynamic of what began as a political programme of mass culture in Romania (and the 
national culture it supported) before evolving towards the current social practices and 
phenomena, which are those of a post-national media culture. 

JAKOBSOWA, Theresa
The Impact of the Political Change 1989/90 on the Folk dance in the 
Cultural Industries of the Sorbian minority (Germany)
Since the late 1980s, the Cultural Industries have developed into one of the most dynamic 
sectors of the world economy.1 Looking at their influence among ethnic minority cultures, 
the implicit monetisation of cultural heritage poses special challenges for creative pro-
fessionals: in addition to the multicultural self-location of actors and institutions, the 
simultaneous economization is a balancing act.

The presentation focuses on the impact of the political change of 1989/90 on the 
cultural economy of the Sorbian minority. Beside the shift from socialist planned to 
free market economy creative professionals in Lusatia are faced with the increasing 
influences of globalisation, transculturalization and digitalisation in late modernity. 
Transformations of established institutions of Sorbian folk dance on the one hand and 
individual strategies of creative professionals (freelancers) on the other hand are used 
to show what it meant to survive in the new free market economy.
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The Sorbian National Ensemble had professionalized and institutionalized folk 
dance since 1952. During the period of GDR the professional ensemble as well as 
amateur dance groups represented Sorbian culture under the terms of socialist-realist 
cultural policy with the greatest possible financial security. After the political change, 
economic efficiency had to be taken into account. At the same time, more and more 
freelancers appeared who became active in the field of Sorbian folk dance as dancers, 
teachers or choreographers. For institutions as well as individual artists, the turning 
point meant a challenge in combining a new free artistic development with economic 
assumptions. In the case of the Sorbian minority, this favored an alienation between 
dance institutions and the broad civil society. While established institutions were fac-
ing serious restructuring marked by a strong reduction in institutional funding, creative 
professionals reacted much more flexibly. This led to a continuous recognition and 
upgrading of the folk dance sector within the Cultural Industries.

JONCHEERE, Ayla
Global Gypsies in Dance Dialogue: Interculturalism among Female 
Practitioners of Kālbeliyā Dance Around the World
Being enlisted by UNESCO since 2010, Kalbeliya dance, also popularly known as an 
ancient form of “Indian Gypsy” or “snake charmers’ folk”, is nowadays generally con-
ceptualized as intangible heritage from India. My PhD-research (2012-2016) with Kalbe-
liya dancers’ families, however, has elucidated how this inventive dance practice was 
formed to fit into national and transnational narratives with the aim of commercial-
izing it and of generating a new, lucrative livelihood for multiple Kalbeliya families. Ever 
since the staging of this dance in the 1980s, it has become a popular export product 
for Indian performing arts. This increasing international success of staged Kalbeliya 
performances has also inspired large numbers of non-Indian women to learn and/or 
become (semi-) professionals in this style. This phenomenon has grown to such an 
extent that the number of Kalbeliya semi-professional performers outside India (reach-
ing from Chile to Japan) has overreached the limit of 200, which accounts for more than 
double the amount of currently active dancers from the community of its origin. For this 
symposium, I will present my post-doctoral project (2017 – 2021) on the ‘intercultural 
dialogues’ between its community members and non-Indian performers of Kalbeliya 
dance. In my current research, I explore why and how women around the world pro-
duce and modify Kalbeliya dance together. I research 1) how these diverse groups of 
dancers represent each other and themselves (think of issues such as cultural appro-
priation and discursive power relations); 2) how they deal with different discourses of 
the dance (such as through the usage of discourses on feminism)? 3) It will also focus 
on the influence of dance’s social and economic execution: Are these performances an 
artistic activity or a way to earn money (socio-economic identity)? In short, I disclose 
information about cultural exchange, and reveal how transnational travelling of dance 
practices influences global and local discourses on neo-Orientalism, gender, social 
stratification and livelihood.
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KATARINČIĆ, Ivana 
Economic Aspects of Ballroom Dance in Croatia
The economic operations of making, accumulating and achieving money are not 
always transparent and direct. Intermediary economic ways of its actualization and 
its circulation are often discarded as non-existent, non-profitable and at the burden 
of the immediate ones. Science, art, culture as well as dance are part of the activi-
ties weighted by signs of no profitability. On the other hand, economic and financial 
aspects of dance can be dismissed like nothing more/else than corruption, sale and 
marketing of art. 

Using the example of the ballroom dance community (Sport Dance) and dancers 
of Dance Sport Federation in Croatia, I will present the economic aspect of having or 
earning the money among dancers, which is not to get wealthy, but to assure possibil-
ity and freedom of dancing in the sport dance community. In doing so, I will compare 
Sport Dance to the urban social dances in Croatia and pinpoint their differences and 
interconnections in economic and other segments. Using primarily autoethnography 
as a method of research, in which personal experiences are included, as well as classi-
cal anthropological method of interviewing, I will try to present a system of economic 
circulation in ballroom dancing and the importance of the financial background 
most ballroom dancers of Croatian Dance Sport Federation in Croatia need to face. 
The system of education in Sport (ballroom) Dance is conditioned by and oriented 
towards the market. Sport Dance and its specialized ways of instruction and educa-
tion will be presented as an example of distribution and commercialization of dance 
knowledge, which are conditioned by a free market that favours greater possibility of 
encountering the so-called compatible sides (parties). I will also try to present in what 
way ballroom dancers contribute to a comprehensive economy, doing it indirectly 
and unintentionally.

LOUTZAKI, Irene
Is the Folk-Dance Teaching a Profitable and Respected Job?
Folk dance, and dance in general, are products that can be classified as intangible 
goods. Though folk dance characterizes a reasonable connection with passion, inspi-
ration, memory, nostalgia, and emotions, the pricing of this outcome is exceptionally 
underestimated, irregular and uncertain. As a result, the questions arise: What is folk 
dance? What is the relationship between folk dance and economy? Is there a practical 
way for a folk dancer/folk dance teacher to be famous and rich at the same time? How 
are they remunerated? 

I approach the issue through two totally different and unrelated examples: a) that of  
a Cretan Dance School, based in Kissamos, Chania (Crete), of which I became a mem-
ber for the purpose of ethnographic research and b) that of the public performance 
The Thread, the Show, an innovative modern dance performance, closely linked to 
perceptions of tradition. In both cases, through the performances, the dance takes the 
form of an artistic presentation, with the addition of theatrical elements (costumes, 
sets, choreographies, theatrical performance of actors, etc.). I have taken this phenom-
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enon with particular attention, in which I examine the problem from an economic and 
artistic point of view focusing on the role of dance teacher who in both cases is very 
essential and crucial.

MIDDLETON-METCALFE, Chloe
Expenses, Profit, Passion, and Government Subsidy: Post-WWII Social 
Folk Dance in England
This paper focuses on social folk dances usually known as barn dances or ceilidhs. This 
dance form is comparatively successful, replacing formerly widespread set sequence 
couple dancing for private parties and community gatherings. Barn dances for many 
attendees represent the only dance-based alternative to a disco. The success of barn 
dances was due, in part, to the replacement of the role of the Master of Ceremonies 
with the Caller in the late 1940s. The Caller’s job is to integrate dance teaching within 
the evening’s entertainment thus eliminating the requirement for prior experience. 

State support for social folk dance in England after the death, in 1924, of Cecil Sharp, 
founder of the English Folk Dance Society, has received little attention inside or out-
side of academia, leading to the widespread assumption that the government did not 
financially support folk dancing in England. Based on my PhD research this paper will 
explore the financial support that was given by the British government to the English 
Folk Dance and Song Society from WWII to the present day, from a special post war 
reconstruction fund to funding from the centralised government bodies for sports, 
and later art. Secondly, I will explore the increased popularity of ceilidhs for private 
events such as weddings and birthdays and an associated decrease in public, ticketed 
events hosted by regular community groups. Thirdly, I will briefly consider the relation-
ship between passion and finance for dance teachers, in an English context where folk 
dances are usually ideologically segregated from the more overt capitalist models of 
other dance forms. 

NAHACHEWSKY, Andriy
Ukrainian Canadian Dance Economics
Staged Ukrainian dance in Canada is a large and visible “industry” involving some 
10,000 dancers, and an estimated 4-million-dollar annual budget. While Ukrainian 
stage dance groups have been founded in some twenty countries around the world, 
the Canadian Ukrainian dance community is unusually prominent in the worldwide 
context. This disproportionate intensity can partially be illuminated from an economic 
perspective.  The proposed presentation will present a broad view of the economics 
of staged Ukrainian dance in Canada to make this connection explicit.  Particular focus 
will be directed to three particular issues: instructor fees, the competition subculture, 
and touring.  

I base my data on several decades of participation in the community including 
creation of an extensive archive of historical documents. I argue that this ethnic dance 
community has shifted from its earlier immigrant (lower class) milieu and has increas-
ingly assumed middle class values and economic preferences. 
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ÖZBILGIN, Mehmet Öcal 
An Evaluation of Traditional Dance in Turkey According to Socio-
Economic Periods
Macro and micro economic power relations of socio-political groups in society play an 
important role in the construction of dance environments. In order to make sense of 
and define the symbolic components of traditional dance, it is important to determine 
the economic expectations and aims of that society.

The aim of this study is to examine the relationship between traditional dance and 
economy in Turkey using a broad comparative analysis with reference to disciplines 
related to ethnochoreology. The economic aspects of traditional dance constitute 
various exchange relations between and within communities including purpose, struc-
turing, the form of organization, the perspective of time, design, basic principles, etc. 
These aspects will be examined during three socio-economic periods: pre-industrial 
society, industrial society and post-industrial society in the context of Daniel Bell’s 
post-industrial society theory and Zygmunt Bauman’s modernity and post-modernity 
theory.

During the transition of agricultural societies to industrial societies, traditional 
dance activities have changed due to economic transformations. It is known that in tra-
ditional dances of industrial societies economic-based symbolic transformations and 
manipulations are carried out that influence both the social and artistic importance 
of dance and lead to changes from diversity to fixed forms. In the field of sociology 
characteristics have been attributed to each social era, during which social life in Tur-
key has continued to maintain its presence in the labour interlocking manner. Today, 
folk dance activities in Turkey have been subject to a major economic restructuring in 
education and social life and the economic activities of traditional dance institutions, 
which constitute an economic sector, are in close interaction with traditional dance 
environments. On the other hand, the cultural structuring of traditional dances in the 
local context has in turn been influenced by current economic policies.

ÖZTÜRKMEN, Arzu
Concert Seats as Dance Platforms:  
The Economy of Urban Rituals
This paper focuses on three different music concerts in Turkey, where audience 
members deliberately buy tickets to “dance” in a performance space which can be 
called “urban ritual”.  Based on the musical performances of Kardeş Türküler, Mohsen 
Namjoo and Selda Bağcan held in the last few years in Istanbul, the paper focuses on 
how “protest listeners” turn into “ecstatic dancers”, with new meanings assigned to 
these performances.  Given the political restraints in both Turkey and Iran, opposition 
groups find an opportunity in these concerts to come together with their counterparts.  
Kardeş Türküler is an ensemble, whose repertoire consists of the multicultural makeup 
of Anatolian music, giving voice to Armenian, Greek, Turkish and Kurdish songs among 
others.  Exiled Iranian musician Mohsen Namjoo is known for blending sublime classi-
cal Persian rhythms with rock and blues, touring around the world.  Many of his fans 
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from Iran pour to Turkey, whenever he gives a concert in Istanbul or Ankara. Legendary 
psychedelic folk singer Selda Bağcan now experiences a resurgence in her career, in 
the aftermath of a life-long activism and struggle.  Their concerts usually have a peak 
moment, where audiences stand up and begin dancing on their seats, or in the closest 
possible space, chanting and dancing altogether.  The overall performance is therefore 
experienced as an urban ritual, whose attendees wait for the follow up concerts and 
brings new meanings assigned to them. But these performances are also sold on plat-
forms for other commercial and popular concerts.   Improvised dancing on the seats 
audiences pay for themselves carry nevertheless a sense of solidarity and resistance 
as a crowd, in a repressed political context, where the lyrics generate a new movement 
system. Whether one can call this a new movement genre or not is open to discussion, 
but these performances definitely demand new attention. 

PETKOVSKI, Filip
The Political Economy of Dance Heritage
In this presentation, I explore different notions of valuing dance as heritage, as a prod-
uct of a political economy where the concept of heritage is used as a commodity. I 
argue that dance heritage is directly shaped by not only social, political, cultural, but 
also economic processes that define and redefine its meaning. Whether heritage is a 
capitalist invention or an investment that requires capital, it can also be an intervention, 
rather than description that would be eventually used for boosting tourism and attract-
ing profit. The dance becomes heritage through a heritagization process that takes an 
important part of what Adorno describes as the culture industry, especially because it 
‘fuses the old and familiar into a new quality.’ (Adorno 1991: 98). Therefore, the heritagi-
zation process transforms and produces dances regarded as heritage into commodities 
that are now part of a heritage political economy whose aims are to ascribe another set 
of values. As the heritage industry is taking powerful swing and government officials 
are discovering the economic flashback of the different processes of heritagization that 
transform heritage into commodity, making a brand out of a dance practice is not only 
encouraged, but desirable as well. I elaborate on how through safeguarding and listing 
dance as ICH, Croatia, Serbia, and Macedonia engage in process of cultural branding 
and use these dances to legitimate national cultures and surpass previously ascribed 
values to the dances.

RAJKUMARI, Mridupankhi
Producing Inclusive Art: Reading the Economic Transition of Satra 
Tradition of Majuli, Assam
500 years old Satras of Assam, majorly located in the Majuli River Island, is a residen-
tial monastery system where the Guru or the preceptor lives with his monk-disciples 
devoting their lives following the monotheistic tenets of Neo-Vaishnavism. These 
monks devote their lives to prayer, practicing devotional music (Borgeet), ritual dance 
(Sattriya Nritya) and staging plays (Bhaona) based on religious myths. Monks of some 
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Satras are also exquisite craftsmen specializing in bamboo work, woodcraft and metal 
work. Satras also have distinct areas of jurisdiction in different regions of Assam where 
regular collection of tithes, supervision of religious and social practices and resolution 
of difficult disputes are taken care of. 

During the pre-independence era, Satras enjoyed certain privileges under the 
patronage of Kings and landlords, which aided in the propagation of Vaishnavism. 
However, post-independence, the fall of the feudal patronage led the monks to venture 
out of the Satra premises in search of work. Consequently, the monks started teaching 
the Satra arts to people outside the Satra community which was initially not permit-
ted. Especially after the recognition of Sattriya Nritya as the eighth ‘classical’ dance of 
India the form has now moved out of the religious settings into the proscenium stages, 
cultural festivals and artistic events. Many of the monks have opened schools and 
learning centres of these arts in many parts of the country. 

The relationship between Satra arts and the thriving economy of Majuli demon-
strates how religious spaces can turn into an ‘economic venture’ and produce pro-
fessional artists and entrepreneurs within a traditional community of monks. This 
paper intends to analyse the transition that these Satra spaces display in an attempt 
to become ‘inclusive’ which was predominantly exclusive for a very long time. It will 
explore how the tourism economy changes the religious ethos of the Satra and what 
new engagements develop in the context of changing times, where Majuli has become 
increasingly accessible and tourist-friendly. Furthermore, how does the ritual dance 
transform itself in order to invite the touristic gaze within the socio-cultural ecology of 
the Satra? 

POSTER PRESENTATIONS

ROTTA, Naiara Müssnich
The Professional Market of Belly Dance in Egypt
Currently, Belly Dance (oriental dance) is practiced worldwide, producing a big market 
of classes, workshops, festivals, competitions, performances, along with the goods 
related to it: costumes, props, music, musical instruments. For many practitioners, 
Egypt holds the weight of legitimacy and authenticity as the cradle of this dance, 
therefore, creating a market of professionalization, mainly in Cairo, attracting ama-
teurs and professional dancers seeking knowledge “from the source”. The working 
market for dancers is also relevant: dance is presented daily in different venues like 
boats, restaurants, hotels, nightclubs, resorts and weddings. Although the biggest 
consumers of the dance entertainment venues are the Egyptians themselves, the feel-
ings about the practice is contradictory. While famous Belly Dancers are super stars – 
appearing in movies, soap operas, television shows – and Belly Dancing is a common 
practice among women in specific social gatherings, it is seen as appropriate only 
when done among family. Therefore, to be professional dancers Egyptians face many 
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religious and social barriers, which opens the local working market to dancers from 
abroad. My research, based on two months’ fieldwork in Egypt, proposes to analyse 
these dynamics, the relationship between the local ambiguous feelings about the 
dance and the foreign idealization of the “native” practice and how this impacts the 
commercialization of goods and services related to dance.

GWEREVENDE, Solomon
Indigenous Dance in Zimbabwe:  
Towards Repackaging the Heritage for Sustainability
Zimbabwe has a long history of a rich cultural heritage, particularly indigenous dance 
traditions, which contributes to national cultural diversity. Different ethnic groups in 
Zimbabwe have for time immemorial employed the indigenous dances as a means 
of satisfying their physical, social and emotional needs. Most people in rural areas in 
Zimbabwe often rely on food handouts from the government and non-governmental 
organizations due to erratic rainfall patterns. It is the assumption of this article that 
diverse indigenous dance heritage can be employed as a creative industry for the sus-
tenance of its owners’ lives. UNESCO has acclaimed dance heritage as a catalyst and 
a major contributing agent for sustainable development. The UNESCO conference on 
“Culture Development and Cultural Diversity”, held in October 2002 provided a legal 
framework for the integration of dance heritage in sustainable development goals. In 
response to UNESCO’s call for the use of dance heritage as an economic resource in the 
development agendas, the Zimbabwean government endorsed the UNESCO conven-
tion on the promotion of indigenous dance heritage as an agent for socio-economic 
change.  This article is therefore intended to actualize the government’s appendage of 
the aforementioned UNESCO convention by advocating for the repackaging of indig-
enous dance heritage for transforming the lives of its proponents. Indigenous dance 
owners lack knowledge about the economic value of their creative intellectual prop-
erty. The preliminary investigation that the researcher has conducted has revealed 
that there are little attempts which have been made towards the use of indigenous 
dance for economic gain and to serve as an alternative to food insecurity. Thus, this 
article is an attempt to promote the commodification of indigenous dance heritage in 
Zimbabwe for the sustenance of its owners. 
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THEME 2   |   DA NCE  TR A NSMIS SION

P A N E L S

ASPECTS OF TRADITIONAL DANCE TRANSMISSION  
IN CONTEMPORARY GREEK CONTEXTS
Traditional dance, in its “first existence” as an integral part of the life of a local 
community, is transmitted in a “...natural, functional way...” [Hoerburger, 1968:31]. 
In this context, dance transmission takes place unconsciously through life-long 
procedures, where the key element of acquiring dance knowledge is participation. 
On the contrary, in its “second existence”, people learn how to dance consciously 
through intentional teaching by “specialists’’ in institutionalized places (schools, 
institutions, municipalities, dance clubs) [Koutsouba, 2010]. Nevertheless, in the 
contemporary Greek context, the above distinction does not always seem to be 
definite since dance may be transmitted through processes that intersect between 
“first’’ and “second existence”. Based on this, the aim of this panel is to highlight 
different ways of transmitting Greek traditional dance in contemporary Greek 
contexts through “first’’ and “second existence”. Data is gathered through ethno-
graphic research in three case studies. In the first, dance is transmitted through 
one generation to the other (“first existence”) and, at the same time, by a dance 
teacher (“second existence”) creating two parallel co-existent dance forms in the 
same rural community. The second focuses on interculturality and Greek traditional 
dance through a dance program for immigrants in an urban context, while the third 
one emphasizes also at an urban context by looking at the “open” transmission of 
Greek traditional dance through dancing in public squares. The three case studies 
reveal that traditional dance knowledge can be acquired through different modes 
of transmission. Yet, despite their diversity, these modes “co-exist”, interact and 
supplement each other, thus forming “parallel” and complex ways of transmitting 
traditional dance in Greece.

DIMOPOULOS, Konstantinos 
Indigenous vs Dance “Expert”.  
Transmitting Dance in Two Parallel Contexts:  
the Case of Karagkouna Dance in Megala Kalyvia, Trikala, Greece
Nowadays, the transmission of the cultural elements has “entered” in various educa-
tional institutions, as well as in several dance schools. This is obviously also the case 
with dance. But what happens when dance is taught in the very same “place” where it 
is danced? On one hand, there is the “local” way of performing dance and transmitting 
dance from one generation to the other. This transmission is being achieved through 
the dance events of the community (first existence). On the other hand, there is also 
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another way of transmission, through the dance groups, where the “carrier” of the dance 
transmission is the dance teacher (second existence). Very often the locals are faced 
with the two ways of transmission simultaneously, and as a result, the locals dance the 
same dance, but with different dance forms. The aim of this paper is to present these 
two different ways of transmitting dance knowledge, and more specifically, the dance 
Karagkouna in the community of Megala Kalyvia in Trikala (Greece), as well as the differ-
ent results in dance performance, that arise based on those two ways (first/second exist-
ence). Data collection and interpretation is based on “participant observation” during 
ethnographic research [Buckland, 1999, Giurchescu, 1999; Koutsouba, 1999], as well as 
the Labanotation System [Hutchinson Guest, 2005], in order to designate these differ-
ences. Data interpretation is based on Geertz’s “thick description” model [1973], as well 
as the model of the first/second existence [Hoerburger, 1968]. It seems that in the Megala 
Kalyvia community there are parallel two ways of transmitting dance. One of them is 
dance transmission from one generation to the other, and the other is through the dance 
teacher (specialist). Although one might think that these two ways would be different 
and collide, they seem to co-exist, creating two parallel co-existent dance forms.

FOUNTZOULAS, Giorgos 
Interculturality and Greek Traditional Dance:  
the Case of a Dance Program to Immigrants
Due to the constant population shifts and the rearrangements of the “predominant” 
population of each country, modern day reality requires the implementation of educa-
tional interventions aiming at the migrants’/refugees’ education and their integration 
into the economic and social fabric of every host country [UNESCO, 2001]. Greece as a 
receiving country, due to its geopolitical position, has always been the natural gateway 
to Europe for a large migratory wave from Africa and Asia. As a result, many different 
integration processes have been devised from the Greek state sharing the objective 
of the assimilation of these populations [Karanikola, 2015; Kesidou, 2008] and the 
decrease in racism [Kaloforidis, 2014]. However, due to the economic crisis there is diffi-
culty in the development of state educational programs for adult refugees which leads 
to their implementation by Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO) and other organi-
zations [Greek Council for Refugees, 2017]. Such a program was carried out by “Asante” 
NGO in collaboration with the City of Athens, named “Neighborhoods in action”. This 
program used, among others, Greek traditional dance, as a tool to create and tie up 
the bonds of this multicultural society [Koutsouba, 2004]. The aim of the study is to 
give prominence to the importance of Greek traditional dance as a means to integrate 
migrants in Greek society through its transmission. Data collection was based on “par-
ticipant observation” during ethnographic research [Buckland, 1999; Giurchescu, 1999; 
Koutsouba, 1999]. Analysis of the data was based on “thick description” [Geertz, 1973], 
while interpretation through the model of cultural diversity educational management 
[Nikolaou, 2008]. It is proved that dance transmission can act as the expedient that 
transfers cultural values, cultivates social relationships in order to incorporate people 
from different cultures to the fabric of society, while pointing out its importance as 
cultural good being a part of intangible cultural heritage.
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CHARITONIDIS, Chariton
Dancing in the Public Square:  
“Open” Transmission of Traditional Dance  
in the Contemporary Urban Context
Transmission of traditional dance in its “first existence” refers to a life-long procedure 
in the context of a local community, where everyone can be both “transmitter” and 
“receiver”. Without implying any evaluation, in the context of “second existence” the 
transmission process is defined by an “expert”/dance instructor [Hoerburger, 1968; Na-
hachewsky, 2001]. Since 2017, in the town of Hellinikon-Argyroupolis (prefecture of At-
tica, Greece), the Municipal Department of Traditional Dance has initiated a social act, 
by organizing two kinds of “open” dance events in public squares. The first kind refers 
to a “dance-house” type event [Csonka-Takács & Havay, 2011], which combines dance 
teaching and “participatory” dancing in a simultaneously educational and entertain-
ing context of “edutainment” [Pettan, 2010]. The second one refers to “participatory” 
dancing with live music and without any intentional dance instruction. Both gather-
ings are “open” and free for everyone, since the Municipality and the Department 
don’t have any direct economic profit. The (ongoing) study aims at introducing and 
analyzing the above dance events, while investigating the characteristics of the trans-
mission processes that take place in the public squares. Data collection is based on 
“participant observation” during ethnographic research [Buckland, 1999; Giurchescu, 
1999; Koutsouba, 1999]. Analysis and interpretation of data involve “thick description” 
[Geertz 1973] and the use of the conceptual dichotomies of “participatory/presenta-
tional” dance [Nahachewsky, 1995] or dance event [Koutsouba, 1997], traditional dance 
in its “first/second existence” [Hoerburger, 1968; Nahachewsky, 2001], and the model of 
“co-existence” [Charitonidis, 2018]. It is proved that “traditional” dancing in the above 
contemporary urban context of the public square(s) takes place in an intersection be-
tween “first” and “second existence”, mainly characterized by spontaneity, inclusive-
ness, and improvisation. In this area of “co-existence” various factors intervene in the 
transmission process. Nevertheless, the individuals/participants play a determining 
role in this procedure.
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GENDER ROLES AND POWER DYNAMICS  
IN AMERICAN SOCIAL DANCES
In recent years in the United States and elsewhere, there has been a greater 
awareness of the need to create a safe and welcoming space for LGBTQ+ dancers. 
Consequently, some dancers have begun to challenge the gender-specific roles 
and terminology that have been a part of American social dances. There has been 
much discussion of gender roles and power dynamics, both subtle and overt, that 
are present in the dances, and dance communities have begun to explore ways to 
make the dances more flexible and inclusive by using non-traditional terminol-
ogy and exploring methods for making the dance roles more equal and fluid. The 
proposed changes, however, have resulted in a largely generational split in some 
dance communities. This panel will examine the cultural values that are projected 
through the transmission of these dances and consider the implications and effects 
of proposed changes to the dance traditions and to dance communities. Stephanie 
Smith will discuss the use of “positional terminology” in teaching and prompting 
English country dances. Phil Jamison will look at the southern square dance tradi-
tion in which role-specific terminology is required, not just during the teaching of 
the dances, but as impromptu directives that are called out during the course of the 
dance. Deborah Thompson will examine two contra dance communities in south-
ern Ohio that have experimented with non-traditional terminology with different 
results. Linnea Helmersson will discuss how queer subgroups of lindy hop dancers 
are de-gendering the dance form through changes in transmission, terminology, 
and ideology.

SMITH, Stephanie
Non-gendered Terminology and Transmission  
in English Country Dance 
The use of non-gendered roles and terminology for teaching and prompting purposes in 
English country dance (ECD) and related historically heteronormative dance forms in the 
United States is not new. However, spurred by the requests of predominantly younger, 
LGBTQI+ dancers in the U.S. contra dance community, many callers are re-examining 
their teaching terminology. Although there have been other terms used for dancer roles 
such as “leads and follows,” “left file and right file,” “jets and rubies,” and most recently 
“larks and ravens,” there is no consensus. At the 2010 Třešť symposium, I presented a 
paper that examined changes in ECD calling practices advocated by gay rights activist 
Carl Wittman in the 1970s and 1980s to make the teaching and transmission more LGBT-
inclusive. More recently, many contra and ECD callers have used “positional terminology,” 
which is based on where the dancers are in the set. While roles are more similar in ECD 
than in contra dance, the use of “positional terminology,” as opposed to gendered or 
non-gendered role labels, reduces the power dynamics by making all dancers equal.

I will explore this topic as a participant observer in my local ECD callers’ group in 
Glen Echo, Maryland, where callers have agreed to review terminology. Two of the call-
ers are already employing positional terminology, and many of us are gradually making 
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changes in that direction. The onus is on the callers to make changes to their teaching 
language, which can be time-consuming, however they are motivated, to promote 
greater inclusiveness and attract younger dancers. Newer and non-binary dancers 
may find the positional terminology easier to understand. Through focusing on a call-
ers group trying to adapt terminology and transmission, I will analyze the process of 
cultural change in a small dance community.

JAMISON, Phil 
Gender Roles and Power Dynamics in the American Square Dance
In the American square dance, the pairing of two dancers as a couple serves as a basic 
unit within the larger group of dancers, and as a reflection of traditional society, the 
couples in these social dances historically have been mixed-gender. As in other partner 
dances – waltz, polka, two-step, swing, salsa, tango, etc. – the two dancers perform 
proscribed gender-specific roles, and an unspoken power dynamic exists between 
them. One person, most often the man, acts as the “leader” initiating the actions; 
the woman, as the “follower,” responds with coordinated movements. This dynamic 
exists in some, though not all, of the traditional square dance figures. Unlike couple 
dances, however, these dances involve a caller, who calls out the dance figures during 
the course of the dance, traditionally referring to the dancers as “gents” and “ladies.” 
While English Country dances and contra dances also involve callers who prompt the 
fixed figures of those dances, the impromptu, rhyming “patter calling” in the American 
square dances enables the spontaneous transmission of unscripted dance figures dur-
ing the course of the dance.

In recent years, some dancers have begun to question and challenge the traditional 
gendered terminology as well as the gender-specific roles and power dynamics in 
these dances. Some callers have begun to experiment with gender-free calling, using 
non-gender-specific terms to identify the dancers. The use of non-gendered terminol-
ogy is thought by some to make the dances more inclusive, welcoming, and respectful 
to those in the LGBTQ+ community. It is also seen as a way to eliminate the gendered 
power dynamic that is conveyed by the traditional terminology. This paper will identify 
the gender roles and power dynamics, both subtle and overt, that are present in Ameri-
can square dances and consider the impact and implications of potential changes to 
the dance tradition. 

THOMPSON, Deborah J.
Gender Roles and Dance Transmission in Ohio Valley, USA,  
Contra Dance Communities
American contra dance has relied heavily on traditional gender terms and positions 
for dancers to know how they should interact, but these expectations are changing. 
“Ladies and gents” are being replaced with “ravens and larks” and callers are experi-
menting with other strategies to minimize or eliminate traditional gender assignments. 
Gender roles are especially charged and central to defining individuals’ identities, their 
ideas of how to relate to others, and for expressing the cultural values of a community. 
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They provide a shorthand that allows dancers to enter a sense of flow that creates sat-
isfaction and joy. New terminology may disrupt that flow and force the dancers into a 
state of confusion or uncomfortable interactions with other dancers. For others, it may 
improve their experiences by removing restrictive expectations. Most dancers I have 
spoken with – and dance with – defend their preferences vehemently.

Maintaining a healthy traditional dance community requires special efforts to reach 
out and invite new dancers as well as maintaining the interest and comfort of current 
participants. Two dance communities on either side of the Ohio River are experiment-
ing with changing terminology, but seem to have different responses to the changes. 
The contra dance community in Cincinnati, Ohio, seems to be torn into two factions: 
those who prefer traditional terminology and those who demand change. Dance par-
ticipation and personal relationships are suffering as a result. Louisville, Kentucky, on 
the other hand, seems to continue to thrive and satisfy both factions. What are the fac-
tors in these communities that lead to such different outcomes? Through participant 
observation in these dance communities and interviews with dancers and callers, I will 
attempt to tease out factors and strategies that create various outcomes in gender and 
transmission of cultural values in contra dance communities. 

HELMERSSON, Linnea
De-Gendered Transmission in Lindy Hop
In lindy hop, as in many other couple dances, the dance roles are strongly gender 
normative, which is mirrored in teaching and transmission practices. In recent years, 
the hetero normativity within the lindy scene has been challenged, partly but not only 
by LGBTQI+ dancers. In some parts of the scene, the dancing is actively de-gendered 
through different means, and new models of teaching as well as dancing are being 
developed. In this presentation, I will discuss the ongoing processes particularly in 
queer subgroups of lindy hop where gender is challenged. Even if the dance roles today 
usually are referred to as “follow” and “lead,” they still have associations to gender and 
are attributed gendered movement qualities and stereotype ideas of gender differ-
ences, such as the lead being active and the follower passive. To deal with this, dancers 
are developing strategies to make the dance roles free from gender associations and 
to thwart the power dynamics in the dance. One way that this is done is through the 
concept of switching, which entails a continuous and fluid switching of roles within a 
single dance. New transmission ideals are developing, particularly within the so called 
queer lindy scene, such as teaching everyone to dance in both roles during class, or 
working with methods to initiate movements and figures in both roles. Among dancers, 
de-gendering of the roles is discussed in terms of increased dance competence and 
deeper understanding of the dance roles, but there is also a questioning of the actual 
difference between the lead and follow roles, as well as to their historical accuracy. I 
will present what queer lindy hop is and discuss the transmission practices wit hin this 
part of the lindy hop scene and how it affects the dance/dancing and influences the 
lindy scene in general.
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POINTS OF CONTACT, ACTS OF TRANSFER:  
SOCIAL, GEOGRAPHICAL, TEXTUAL AND VIRTUAL INTERFACES
Foster (2019: 24) highlights the ‘resource-fullness’ of dance and this panel examines 
the transactional and relational aspects of dance transmission across considerably 
disparate interfaces. Two historically-grounded papers address the more concrete 
barriers of social class and geographical location. Dulin opens with a discussion 
of the early form of the waltz in eighteenth-century Vienna and elements of social 
transmission from which the dance form emerged. Corporeality as it relates to dance 
within Viennese society is examined, together with conflicts in physicality that are 
exposed through dance education and the media. Mollenhauer then interrogates 
historical methods of perpetuating dance in a post-migration context. In particular, 
the adaptation of dance pedagogies and the role of dance as a representation of 
‘home’ are discussed. What challenges were faced by dancers in diaspora? What did 
dance mean to migrant communities? The subsequent papers discuss transmission 
across conceptually-abstract boundaries in the current era. Dankworth explores 
how visual art and the body are re-made in a collaborative process between the 
painter and choreographer. She considers if dance as a cultural product in a col-
laborative process with other artists holds its value when it is recycled from dif-
ferent historical periods and places of origin. Finally, Williams introduces the field 
of ludochoreology, the study of movement and dance within digital games, by 
discussing the interaction and transmission of ideas from the physical to the digital. 
Integral to the creation is a process of ‘dance anthropology in reverse’ of movement 
generation from a written dossier detailing fictional ‘cultures’. What is revealed are 
questions and issues related to movement representation and cultivation, as well 
as producer/user interface. The confluence of ideas presented by the panellists 
underscores the malleability of dance and emphasises that, in relation to transmis-
sion processes, its ‘capacity to become responsive to exceedingly different milieux’ 
(Foster 2019: 44) is extraordinary.

DULIN, Catherine
Waltzing in Vienna: Social Transmission in the Eighteenth Century
Waltzing emerged onto the dance floors of Vienna during the second half of the eight-
eenth century. The popularity of this closed-couple, revolving dance was integrated 
throughout all social classes in the city by the 1780s. Other dances, such as the more 
formal minuet and the group dances of the contredanse remained part of the reper-
toire on the dance floors, however changes in society provided an opening for a more 
intimate dance form. This research analyses the dancing body together with elements 
of social transmission within the Viennese dance milieu that led to the advance of 
waltzing in the city. Corporeality as it relates to dance within Viennese society is ex-
plored, following Andrée Grau’s argument that humans ‘are affected by both biological 
and social forces’ (1995: 141). Dance education in the city laid foundations for accept-
able stance and movement in certain classes. A particular physicality was defined by 
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dancing masters, which established corporeal divisions amongst the populace. Waltz-
ing did not absorb the schooled formalities. Physical conventions gradually loosened 
in Vienna, however, signalling change and an acceptance of the rise of this revolving 
dance. The body that waltzed communicated a more sensual form of dancing that 
countered the open dances taught and performed at the time. Primary sources, such 
as dancing manuals, newspapers, and theatre pieces, are employed. Such media re-
veal factors on how and why the body was directed by and for society. Underpinned by 
theories related to communication of corporeality through dance, this paper examines 
the intimacy of waltzing as a more desirable form of socialising on the Viennese dance 
floors of the eighteenth century, despite corporeal conflicts in the city.

MOLLENHAUER, Jeanette
Global Mobilities: Dance in Diaspora
The physical distance between homeland and diaspora may be immense, yet dispa-
rate dance praxes have been successfully translated into novel environments. In the 
adoptive land, immigrants no longer enjoy the established choreographic networks 
that they had before migration, but dance praxes can remain remarkably well-aligned 
with those of the homeland, even in historical epochs prior to rapid travel and elec-
tronic communication. In this paper, I explore the plasticity of dance in a post-migra-
tion milieu in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, concentrating on the 
‘re-inscription [of dance] in a new community/social context and resultant change in its 
signification’ (Desmond 1997: 34). Did dance retain relevance in the new locale? What 
meaning did it have once the spatial and temporal contexts had altered? In response 
to such questions, I address the multiple strategies which were actioned to perpetuate 
dance in the diaspora, including the involvement of migrant community organisations 
in tandem with individual dance practitioners. Next, I examine the role of dance in the 
lives of second and subsequent generations of migrants who lacked physical memo-
ries of ‘home’.  For these performers, dance acted as a mnemonic stimulus, eliciting 
and strengthening affective ties to their cultural heritage, which in turn provided mo-
mentum for their continued participation in dance. Thus, the paper uncovers first, the 
mechanisms of transmission across a geographic interface and second, the salience of 
dance dissemination amongst diasporic individuals and communities. 

DANKWORTH, Linda
Cultural Transmission between Visual Art and the Body Re-made in a 
Collaborative Process
I examine how visual art and the body are remade in collaborations between paint-
ers and choreographers, either on a simultaneous plane or combined from different 
historical periods within temporal spaces of performance. This paper situates dancers, 
musicians, producers, objects and text, in a similar vein as Pierre Bourdieu’s term of a 
‘field of production’. Bourdieu argues that this is a system of relations between these 
agents or institutions in which the value of works of art and belief in that value are 
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continuously generated (1993: 78). I also refer to Susan Foster who questions whether 
the kinds of value dance produces can all be reduced to economic factors and consid-
erations (2019: 8). A particular focus is whether dance as a cultural product in a collabo-
rative process with other artists can hold its value when it is recycled from different 
historical periods and places of origin. What perspectives are revealed as the body 
in motion is also part of the transmission process and re-drawn from memory? How 
does dance as part of a centenary event hold its value as an equal artistic genre with 
the original art form, such as the painting or sculpture, and artist’s intention, or does 
it look archaic and out of place with current cultural preferences and value systems? 
The methodology comprises a historical approach that draws on dance analysis, art 
history, ethnography, and cultural studies.

WILLIAMS, Deborah
Exploring New Worlds: The Physical/Digital Challenges of Engaging 
with ‘Ludochoreology’
Ludochoreology is a new field which investigates the movement and dances cre-
ated for, and found within, online digital games. This paper will present my current 
research, a commissioned project which explores the possibilities for the creation 
of movement, dances, and dance events specifically for a fictional futuristic digital 
society within an MMO (massive multi-player online) gaming community, where the 
movement outcomes will be implemented into a game currently in production. As 
the study is conceptually guided from the game developers, with key elements be-
ing information transmission, interaction, and user interface, unique challenges arise 
when trying to bridge the physical and digital platforms. Additionally challenging is the 
task of creating movement patterns, dance events, and ‘social worlds’ (Unruh 1980: 
277) that do not physically exist, but are represented only in drawings and a detailed 
written dossier. Allegra Fuller Snyder in her Levels of Event Patterns (1989: 1) poses the 
question ‘What must I take into account in order to understand and move towards 
emically experiencing a dance event?’ This point of enquiry, in conjunction with her 
multi-tiered framework for the analysis of a dance event, acts as a form of road map 
for the process of thinking and exploring related to physical and digital interactions, 
‘cultural’ representations, and movement creation. The project therefore intends to be 
a symbiosis of both practice and product that is hoped will influence both the future 
of physical representation and interactions within game design, as well as open a new 
field of research in dance studies.
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REFLECTIONS ON GYÖRGY MARTIN’S LEGACY  
IN DANCE THEORY AND THE TRANSMISSION  
OF DANCE KNOWLEDGE
Almost four decades have passed since György Martin died, but his influence on 
dance research and dance performance is still important, as he remains one of 
the most original, productive and popular scholars. As a result of a two-year edi-
torial work, a volume of new, more authoritative, English translations of his most 
important selected papers is being published. His works, like all scientific accom-
plishments, can be better understood in the context of the academic and social 
background of the given historical period. 

The panel intends to interpret Martin’s theoretical perspective on dance from a 
contemporary view, trying to grasp how the distinctive knowledge of an exception-
ally high level that he produced was, at the same time, both innovative and embed-
ded in the then current theoretical and socio-political contexts, and what kind of 
impact these had upon the transmission of dance knowledge.

VARGA, Sándor
The Scientific Legacy of György Martin
The most prominent scholar of Hungarian ethnochoreology, György Martin’s works 
and concepts are still determining the approach of traditional dance research in Hun-
gary. Few of his contemporaries possessed such a broad view and knowledge of the 
European dance culture at a macro-historic level as he did; still, his role in the research 
of European history of culture and ethnography has not been evaluated comprehen-
sively. In my presentation, I intend to highlight a section of Martin’s scientific legacy that 
influenced the activity, plans, and questions of the research generation after Martin. 
I will investigate the problems of research paradigms applied by Martin and his col-
leagues and the deficiencies in discovering sources and analyses. I will also introduce 
the selection mechanism resulting from their ethnicizing and archaizing approach that 
defines the quality of material used in the Hungarian dance folkloristics and limits the 
possibility of its application.

QUIGLEY, Colin
Re-reading Martin and his Place  
in the History of Dance Ethnology
Martin’s was a name not unknown to American dance ethnologists and anthropolo-
gists of dance when this field was being established during the 1960s. It was however 
known through only a few publications; English language translations of essays, which 
while important in his oeuvre, were far from representative of the extraordinary scope 
and depth of the work that he and his colleagues carried out from the early 1960s 
until his untimely death in 1983. In our collective reflection on his life-work today, it 
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is important to consider how it was perceived within the anglophone world. Dance 
ethnology was consolidated in the US as a research orientation during the 1970s. It 
took some time after Kurath’s comprehensive survey article in 1960, in which she called 
for the establishment of a unifying theoretical perspective in the field of dance, by as-
serting that “To establish dance ethnology as a subdiscipline ethnologists must accept 
choreology as a science and choreologists must accept the scholarly responsibilities 
of being ethnologists.”

Over the subsequent decade dance and anthropology, however, had only occa-
sional encounters despite the ground-breaking foundation-laying work of a few danc-
ers turned anthropologists.  During the 1970s, a number of essays and books appeared 
offering comprehensive syntheses for work in this rapidly maturing field. As its concep-
tual tenets and theoretical perspectives were articulated in post-graduate classrooms 
and academic publications, the earlier scientific dance research carried out in Europe, 
especially Eastern Europe, was generally noted, acknowledged, briefly referenced, 
and quickly characterized as contributing one approach to the structural analysis of 
dances.  While not simply dismissing the value of such analysis, the consensus view 
relegated it to a distinctly subsidiary role in the new disciplinary project. Having closely 
read, and edited, the essays selected for this volume as well as my colleagues’ reflec-
tions, I want to present a retrospective re-reading of Martin’s work as seen from an 
anglophone international perspective based on reviews of publications from that time 
and correspondence with colleagues and friends who were active in these years.

SZŐNYI, Vivien 
The Critical Interpretation of Theoretical and Methodological 
Background of György Martin’s Historical and Comparative Studies
György Martin began to study Hungarian dance culture within a wide geographical and 
historical framework, and by doing so, he provided a proper basis for the contextual 
interpretation of his original dance folkloristic approach. In the 1950s and 1960s, the 
emphasized historical character of Hungarian folkloristics was determined primarily 
by the then outdated evolutionism, the Viennese culture-historical school, and the 
geographical–historical method of the Finnish school.  In spite of this, Martin, who 
was also inspired by the Hungarian personality investigation theory, surpassed the 
Hungarian perspective that was romantic, idealizing, ethnocentric, and static on many 
levels because of his commitment to scientific objectivism and holistic perspective. My 
presentation focuses on critical interpretation of his historical and comparative stud-
ies, which examine the dance traditions of the nationalities in the Alpine–Carpathian 
region from the European cultural-historical point of view. The presentation aims to 
unveil the researcher’s intention behind these scripts, to demonstrate the theoretical 
views that influenced György Martin’s research methodology and work, and to explain 
his key terms. I hope this will provide a critical reading of this part of the academic 
accomplishments of this renowned Hungarian dance researcher that sheds new light 
on the content of his essays and also places him within the horizon of international 
dance studies. 
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FÜGEDI, János 
A Retrospective Review  
of György Martin’s Dance Structure Analysis
In the modern age of art theories, parallel with the emerging of human sciences, the 
act of creating conceptual content focused primarily on the forms of art, generating 
several approaches to meaning. Areas of art research followed linguistic theories and 
intended to look behind the surface to discover deep structures and functionalities. 
Dance theories, as usual, lagged behind new trends; only toward the end of the period 
of modernism, Hungarian ethnochoreologists, Olga Szentpál, György Martin, Ernő Pes-
ovár—possibly first in traditional dance research—came forward with their special ap-
proach to the structural analysis of dance. Martin based several of his research results 
concerning dance creation on structural investigations and the connection between 
dance and the accompanying music. The presentation investigates some of his key 
statements concerning the functions of motifs in a dance. Martin’s concepts of motif 
classification and dance structures will be interpreted in the light of contemporary ap-
proaches and results. 

KÖNCZEI, Csilla 
How to Protect Dancing from the Grizzle Boredom of Mechanical 
Stiffness? Historical Contextualization of György Martin’s Theoretical 
Framework and the Impact of the Popular Dissemination of the 
Scientific Knowledge He Produced on Dance Transmission
In authoritarian contexts defining founders of scholarly disciplines are nothing but cult 
objects, though their intellectual input can be perpetuated through an ongoing re-
reading, recontextualizing and constructive critique of their works. As a loving disciple 
of György Martin, who started to critically comment on his theoretical stances concern-
ing the evolutionary and structural framework of his research since 1993 with a deep 
belief, that if he lived more, he would have been open to these, I would like to contrib-
ute to a better understanding of the significance of his scholarly achievements in the 
historical context he activated. Summing up my previous interpretations of his theory, I 
try to go further, investigating what kind of involuntary impacts the popular dissemina-
tion of the knowledge he produced had on dance transmission. In a posthumous paper 
containing his presentation about the lad dances from Mezőség (Câmpia Transilvaniei) 
addressed to the leaders of the dancing room (táncház) revival movement, he himself 
expressed his concern about the standardization and simplification of the lad dances 
in the institutional context of dance transmission, telling how important is to meticu-
lously study the regional and individual diversity of dance performances in order to 
be able ”to protect the performance of the lad dances from the grizzle boredom of 
mechanical stiffness.”
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THINKING THROUGH GENDER  
IN THE TRANSMISSION OF TRADITIONAL DANCE
The panel reflects on different aspects of the transmission of gendered movement 
qualities and gender roles in traditional dance culture. We ask how power relations 
and politics appear in the process of dance transmission and the impact of changing 
gender perceptions on transmission in higher education. Our presentations approach 
“transmission” in two ways in regards to the question of gender: How the dance is 
transmitted in traditional dance culture and how it is transmitted in contemporary 
urban, social or political contexts, including revival movements. Our shared objective 
is to build a better understanding of the ways in which gender is constructed and chal-
lenged via dance in different societies with particular reference to the social, political 
and economic environments. Sevi Bayraktar will analyze how dissenting women trans-
mit Turkish folk dance (horon) for their contemporary political purposes and perform 
resilient choreographies against authoritarian state policies. Dóra Pál-Kovács will ex-
amine the differences between the female and male movements of a particular dance 
with relevance to gender issues in a Transylvanian village. Anne von Bibra Wharton will 
explore how the shifting attitudes about gender and gender roles in recent years have 
changed the way some students approach and experience the transmission process 
in forms that traditionally had very specific and separate gender roles. Sille Kapper is 
going to analyse factors that motivate men in traditional dancing, reasons why men 
practice traditional dance, stigmatization of male couple dancing, and men’s opinions 
on traditional dance transmission in Estonia today.

BAYRAKTAR, Sevi
Constitution of Gender and Political Identities through Folk Dance 
Training in Turkey
In this paper, I combine choreographic, archival, and ethnographic research methods 
to analyze how dissenting women transmit folk dance for their contemporary politi-
cal purposes and perform resilient choreographies against the authoritarian Turkish 
state regime. Throughout the twentieth century, Turkish state elites collected, codified, 
and regulated regional folk dances as a corpus of national history and tradition. This 
process of standardization suppressed folk dances of non-Turkish communities and 
peripheralized women by creating gendered categories in dance execution and defin-
ing female movement qualities with passivity, demureness, inward orientation, and 
tenderness. My research examines how progressive women from grassroots organizing 
in Istanbul reclaim authorship through decentering, manipulating, and transgressing 
the institutionalized choreographies of folk dance in the public space. 

I focus on horon, a popular dance genre rooted in Turkey’s Black Sea region, and 
investigate its transmission through dance training. I particularly examine how horon 
instructors who perform the institutional practice disseminate their technique along 
with a gendered movement regime. I scrutinize four different spaces of horon train-
ing which I encountered during my fieldwork in Istanbul and the Black Sea region: A 
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private dance class, a cultural association, a state institution, and the home of a dance 
instructor. While the first three are popular dance spaces led by male instructors, the 
last one is the kitchen of a female dancer. In these spaces, I explore how the instructors 
teach horon—how they define movement units, particular stylings, bodily alignments, 
and narratives of the dance—referring to diverse and even competing truth claims en-
tangled with gender discourses. I further discuss how activist women challenge these 
discourses as they critically interpret traditional and institutional framings of horon 
and also defy top-down folk dance training since they mentor each other in teaching 
the dance as political action in the public sphere.

KAPPER, Sille
Male Dancing in Estonia at the Turn of 21st Century: Motivation Issues 
and Transmission of Traditional Dance Knowledge
 
In Northern European dance culture, including that of Estonia, a male dancer is al-
ways a somewhat unusual phenomenon while female dancing is not. Men dance less 
than women. Usually men dance together with women, and very often male dance 
knowledge is transmitted by women. Moreover, while female couples are considered 
quite normal in Estonian traditional dancing, male couple dancing is up to this day 
rather stigmatized. This is different from our neighbouring Nordic countries such as 
Finland or Sweden where male dancing couples can be met on traditional dance 
floors beside female couples without causing any special attention. Traditional male 
solo dancing is socially acceptable but occurs seldom today.

Due to their rarity, knowledge and skills of male traditional dancing, although a valu-
able part of local traditions, have been left in shadow in Estonian folk dance collections as 
well. By now some sources have been analysed, and revival activities have been launched 
which has made it possible to start an ethnochoreological study of male traditional danc-
ing in Estonia. Folk dance revival and neo-traditionalist movement mainly appears in the 
form of folk dance groups and dance clubs in Estonia. While folk dance groups lack male 
participants, at dance club events the number of females is smaller than men who, instead 
of taking up a dance together, calmly wait for a free female partner.

The study aims to include finding major factors that motivate men in traditional 
dancing, revealing reasons why men practice traditional dance and in what conditions, 
why male couple dancing is still stigmatized, and what dancing men think of traditional 
dance knowledge transmission. Data are collected by semi-structured interviews with 
male dancers of different ages and areas of activity, including dance professionals and 
amateur enthusiasts. Interviews are combined with direct and video observation of the 
dancing by the interviewees. In the analysis process, archival records of male dancing 
in Estonia are used as reference material, social and individual differences of interview-
ees are taken into account, compared and interpreted. Conclusions will be drawn on 
the basis of analysis results and formerly selected theoretical framework.
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PÁL-KOVÁCS, Dóra 
Analyzing Dance Movements of the Male and Female Versions of One 
Dance
 
At the turn of the 19-20th centuries the European societies were characterized by the 
gender division, separating the women’s and men’s work, behaviours, manners and 
roles. As an integral part of peasant society, we should not neglect gender dichotomy 
when analyzing folk dances, particularly because there are many examples of it in the 
dance tradition and dance occasions too.

The ‘szegényes’ was an integral part of the weddings in Transylvanian village in the 
second half of the 20th century, in which women danced an originally male dance, so 
in this case the women transmitted the men’s dance.  The presentation compares the 
female and the male versions of a particular dance of the local dance tradition called 
‘szegényes’ in Magyarózd, a village in Transylvania. This dance took place only at the 
end of the wedding party, when the women finished the serving of dishes, and – as they 
told me – when everybody was ‘worn out’. During the analysis we could learn what this 
town expected in the second part of the 20th century, what qualities and movements 
it gave to women and men as individuals.

The historical overview chronologically analyzes the masculine and feminine fea-
tures of the dance. The research highlights how gender aspects of the local society 
are reflected in the motifs and the dance movements. Furthermore, it tries to outline 
gender roles and traces of social expectations mirrored in the dance.

VON BIBRA WHARTON, Anne
The Impact of Shifting Gender Perceptions on the Transmission of 
“Traditional” Dance Forms in American Higher Education
In recent years shifting attitudes about gender identities and roles in the United States 
have changed the way some students approach the transmission process in forms that 
traditionally had very specific and separate gender roles.  Having observed these shifts 
in her own teaching of ballroom and international folk dancing in both classroom and 
performing group contexts, the author undertook ethnographic research with stu-
dents. This research seeks to better understand how the projection of cultural values 
through certain “traditional” dance forms affected students’ attitudes towards and 
experience of the transmission process and the dance forms. This presentation draws 
on the results of that research in addition to the work of Machin (2018) and others to 
address the following overarching questions:

- What is the impact of the portrayal of traditional gender roles on students’ interest 
in and involvement with certain dance forms?

- How do the power dynamics involved affect students’ willingness to engage in 
these forms and their experience during the transmission process?

Looking to the future, the presentation explores what modifications in the transmis-
sion process might enhance students’ engagement with these forms. 
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TRANSFORMATIONS IN TRANSMISSION:  
EMBODIED AND ONLINE EXCHANGES
The aim of this panel is to interrogate how different aspects of transmission pro-
cesses are radically modified by online modalities. From the sensoriality of dance 
transmission whether of popular, social or theatre dance in street, club or studio, 
internet-based transmission processes operate changes not only of localisation 
in space-time but also of corporeal economics and politics. Theresa Buckland will 
explore underlying concepts of value attributed to modes of transmission, drawing 
examples of English traditional dance practices from historical records, fieldwork, 
and more recent use of electronic media. Drawing on examples from video plat-
forms, Georgiana Gore will examine the epistemological implications when the 
face-to-face relationality of transmission is transformed into online interaction 
with attendant shifts in processes of enskilment and attentiveness (Ingold, 2001). 
Maria Koutsouba will investigate whether the online transmission of dance in the 
digital era revokes ‘kinesthesia’, dance’s distinctiveness and educational value 
among others. She asks whether such a move brings back the mind-body dualism, a 
pre-Platonic, Platonic, Christian and Cartesian idealistic philosophical perspective 
that for centuries has tolerated dance both in practice and in theory, and once more 
calls into question the nature and the future of dance itself. In pursuing the rapidly 
shifting landscape in modes of transmission in dance, the panel will raise contested 
issues regarding the significance and constitution of ethnographic communities for 
dance, authenticity of experience and form, embodiment, affect and interaction 
when dancing in a digital age.

BUCKLAND, Theresa
Shifting Modes of Dance Transmission across Two Centuries:  
A Case Study from English Ceremonial Dance
Using English ceremonial dance as an example, I will reflect upon changing modes of 
dance transmission from the 1800s to the present day. The scattered and sparse records 
of mid-nineteenth-century north-west England reveal that authority for dance transmis-
sion was typically invested in one key individual whose instruction was inter-generational, 
restricted to males, and spatially and temporally limited to one local annual event. In the 
later 1800s, as performance opportunities expanded and changed in this industrially vi-
brant urban region, transmission trajectories likewise diversified in terms of age, gender, 
frequency of instruction and geographical reach. Nonetheless, incorporation rather than 
inscription (Connerton, 1989) was the dominant mode of transmission.

Early twentieth-century national folk-dance revivalism added written documentation, 
often employed as an aide-memoire or supplement to embodied modes of transmis-
sion. National institutions, instructors and practices prevailed in much of the revival, but 
some neo-traditionalists of the later twentieth century sought a return to local, embodied 
transmission, imbuing such activity with values, familiar in the folk paradigm, of personal 
authenticity and continuity. 
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In the twenty-first century, the internet presents a means of transmitting and shar-
ing knowledge of English ceremonial dance through disembodied and displaced path-
ways. Other than the practical problems of learning a bodily practice via mechanical 
and distanced means of film, video and YouTube instructionals (cf Farnell, 1994), the 
question arises as to what is being transmitted other than movement patterns, par-
ticularly with respect to cultural knowledge and memory (cf Ness, 2004). Is the online 
facility for learning dance symptomatic of modernity in its potential failure to transmit 
cultural knowledge (Connerton, 2009)? Without place and body, is the cultural knowl-
edge that lies within dance transmission compromised, indeed lost?

GORE, Georgiana 
Transformations in Dance Transmission  
via Online Interaction
If attention or attentiveness is one of the principal features of transmission of bodily 
practices including dance, how is learning dance transformed through transmission via 
the electronic media? As the anthropologist Tim Ingold (1996, 2001) has argued, in a bid 
to reject all theories based on a representational or cognitivist model of transmission, 
learning is a process of enskilment, that is, of acquiring through repeated practice the 
rhythms and forms of the activity which an individual wishes to master, in our case 
dancing. He further argues that learning is a process of guided rediscovery in which 
the ‘notion of showing’ is central. ‘To show something to someone is to cause it to be 
made present for that person, so that he or she can apprehend it directly, whether 
by looking, listening, or feeling’ (2001). This process is what he has termed after the 
ecological psychologist James Gibson (1997) ‘the education of attention’. I suggest 
that this is fundamental to learning dance whether in the confines of the studio with 
a teacher who instructs principally through verbal means or in a social dance context 
where learning is guided by such cues as musical and bodily rhythm, touch and pres-
sure of body parts and so on. In all cases, as Ingold and before him Marcel Jousse with 
his notion of mimisme (1974) demonstrated, imitation is fundamental to the process. 
In such situations, transmission is a person to person activity, in which the individual 
may be directly addressed and his/her attention engaged. In this presentation, draw-
ing on examples from video platforms, I explore modalities of dance transmission in 
online situations when certain modes of human communication are absent including 
individual interaction.

KOUTSOUBA, Maria
Transmission of Dancing Bodies in a Digital World:  
Is Cartesian Dualism Back?
Technology and, with it, the digital world and virtual bodies have come into our lives 
for good. Our world in the 21st century has embarked on a multidimensional process 
of structural reforms, related to the emergence of a technological paradigm in which 
‘technology does not define society: it is society’ (Castells, 2005, p. 3). In this digital 
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era, new forms of embodiment take place since by its nature digitalization implies the 
absence of the physical body, the absence of physicality. On the other hand, dance pre-
supposes the presence of the body and the uniqueness of “kinesthesia”. It is because of 
this uniqueness that dance, among other practices, has suffered through the western 
epistemological paradigm (Thomas, 2003) founded on the Cartesian philosophical 
dualism according to which the body was approached as subordinate to the mind. In 
fact, it is relatively recently that this inferiority has been overcome or at least openly 
discussed through theories of embodiment (Makrinioti, 2004; Alexias, 2011). Since 
digitalization is characterized as the fourth revolution and seems to form the future 
of humankind, what then is going to happen to dance since the body is not physically 
there anymore? Where is dance going to be without the body and kinesthesia? Does 
this imply the deterioration of dance once more by bringing back  the mind-body dual-
ism? In this paper I will, thus, investigate whether the online transmission of dance in 
the digital era revokes “kinesthesia”, dance’s distinctiveness and educational value. I 
ask whether such a move brings back the mind-body dualism, a pre-Platonic, Platonic, 
Christian and Cartesian idealistic philosophical perspective that for centuries has tol-
erated dance both in practice and in theory, and once more calls into question the 
nature and the future of dance itself.

TRANSMISSION MATTERS:  
AN EXAMINATION OF IRISH, SCOTTISH AND CAPE BRETON 
TRADITIONAL DANCE PRACTICES
Within a current neo-liberal and media-driven culture, information on a multitude 
of fields and media is readily available. How does this impact dance and its trans-
mission, and in particular traditional dance?  Ethnochoreologists understand that 
dance as cultural heritage is more than the technical movements of a dance and 
that observing or learning a dance from a screen requires more than mere imita-
tion for an understanding of the dance. In this panel presentation, three scholars, 
who are also practitioners of traditional performing arts, and in particular dance, 
raise issues and concerns around dance transmission and they argue that changes 
or developments in dance transmission processes within diverse contexts influence 
understandings and experiences of dancing. Presentation one focuses on students 
of traditional dance at university level, and argues for the pedagogical benefits of 
off-campus learning through fieldwork trips and inter-community engagement; 
presentation two investigates the benefits of touch as a pedagogical method for 
better learning; and presentation three explores factors which influenced the trans-
mission of Irish step dance, over a 90-year period within one Irish dance school. 
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FOLEY, Catherine
Student Fieldtrips, Intercommunity Engagement, and Dance 
Transmission in the Field 
If dance is considered to be cultural heritage, it should not be seen merely as a techni-
cal matter but rather be understood as cultural practice where social groups make 
decisions about its development, its future and who has access to it. In a recent paper 
(Foley 2017), I raised issues concerning the transmission of one cultural practice – the 
traditional step dance practice of North Kerry - commonly named the Molyneaux or 
Munnix style of step dancing, and the inclusion of some of the Molyneaux set dances 
within the competitive structures of the Irish dancing organisation, An Coimisiún le 
Rincí Gaelacha. In this paper, I follow up on some of these issues while focusing on 
an applied ethnochoreological and ethnomusicological project - the University of 
Limerick‘s Irish World Academy Fieldtrip to North Kerry (2014-2019). Although the 
fieldtrip had traditional music, song and dance dimensions, I focus here on traditional 
dance only and examine the transmission of the Molyneaux step dances in the field in 
North Kerry to Masters students who participated in the fieldtrip. Through participant 
observation, I reference my own learning from the Molyneaux step dancers in the field 
in North Kerry during the early 1980s and I critically engage with issues and concepts 
which emerged during this transmission process, and that of the Irish World Academy 
Fieldtrips from 2014-2019. I argue that fieldtrips that engage students directly in the 
field of practice produce context-rich experiences, which enhance the dance trans-
mission process for deeper student understanding.

MELIN, Mats 
Negotiating the Use of Touch as a Core Transmission Tool  
when Teaching Dance
In the current cultural and political climate of negative connotations in relation to 
touching another person as part of normal social interaction or in this case when 
teaching dance, this paper looks at positive examples of touching as an integral part 
of the transmission processes of movement. Drawing upon my experiences as a dance 
teacher, choreographer, and as a researcher and participant-observer of dance, I aim 
to illustrate some crucial moments of kinaesthetic transmission through touch for me 
and how they have influenced my own teaching methods in turn. In cultural environ-
ments where formal training and class/workshop teaching of dance is a relatively 
recent phenomenon, as in Cape Breton step dancing to name but one, touch was and 
still is actively used as an integral and natural conduit of movement knowledge in the 
community. Picking up percussive step dancing steps through holding my teachers’ 
hands was a deep revelation to me personally on the proprioceptive level and one that 
I was at the time not accustomed to. I have since that moment used touch in turn in 
many ways when teaching both solo, couple and figure dancing in more formal set-
tings and have begun analysing how effective it is as a tool compared to just showing 
or instructing verbally the same movement material. One other important issue dis-
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cussed is how respectfully and through mutual understanding of boundaries between 
individuals I observe the use of touch, as a dance teaching tool, and how it is used in 
the same learning contexts.

NIBHRIAIN, Orfhlaith 
Transmission of Irish Dance at Scoil Ui Ruairc 1929-2020
In 1893, with the advent of the Gaelic League, step dance in Ireland became labelled 
Irish dance. This paper outlines some of the factors which influenced the transmission 
of Irish step dance in a Limerick school from 1929 to the present day. It illustrates how 
those engaged in cultural activities such as language classes and Irish dancing classes 
sought to embrace the ‘de-anglicising’ mission of Conradh na Gaeilge stalwarts in or-
der promote the canon of dance and cultural activities advocated by league members 
as an acceptable and respectable manifestation of Irishness. 

Using a case study of Scoil Rince Ui Ruairc, Munster, Ireland, I will give an example of 
how the emerging sense of Irish identity was reimagined and reinforced in the decades 
that followed. Ideologies of Ireland and a committed sense of Irishness and dancing 
the nation were foregrounded in terms of embodied knowledge and philosophical ap-
proach to pedagogy. 

With the establishment of An Coimisiún le Rincí Gaelacha in 1930, the Irish step 
dance entity was largely engaged with through the lens of competition. An increased 
emphasis on success in competition led to teacher registration and ongoing efforts to 
regulate the canon (Hall 2008). Competition culture sought to refine an aesthetic for a 
dance form that was not codified and for many years dancers from particular schools 
had a particular style.

Participation in International Festivals and professional dance spectacles further 
influenced the approaches to teaching dance in Scoil Ui Ruairc with many of their danc-
ers performing leading roles. 

Scoil Ui Ruairc continues to interrogate the cultural currency of Irish dance today 
and is a world leader in Irish dance transmission with connections to competition cul-
ture, education, entertainment and dance in health.
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ROUND TABLE PRESENTATION

Breaking which Rules? Aesthetical Values  
in Transmission Processes of Traditional Dance  
in Contemporary Norway

The round table aims to define and discuss aesthetic values connected to tradi-
tional dance knowledge(s). Different personalised aesthetic values and the trans-
mission of them has been shown to create strong engagements and discussions in 
the dance revival movement in Norway. The presentation will be centred around 
the safeguarding project Bygda dansar (countryside dancing), a three year ambu-
lating transmission project for youths. One of Bygda Dansar’s aims is to transmit 
traditional dancing after serious studies of filmed archival material. The solo dance 
form halling continues to be a main dance in each project, a popular and highly 
discussed dance type. The ten presenters in this roundtable are researchers, danc-
ers, curators, and dance teachers. The coordinator will briefly present and define 
the thematic contents of transmission and aesthetical values. The Bygda dansar 
initiator follows with a short background history of the project, together with 
some thought-provoking questions regarding transmission of traditional dance in 
general. Bygda dansar teachers will share insights and discuss the possibilities of 
how transmission processes and Bygda dansar’s stage performances may go hand 
in hand with traditional dance aesthetics, while the dance museum curator will 
discuss the same processes from a museum perspective. Research interviews with 
contemporary halling dancers will be presented, and the halling dancers and Bygda 
dansar teachers will embody and show differences in halling dance aesthetics and 
the controversies between them. What constitutes a good halling performance is 
the discussion raised. To that discussion, scholars from the ongoing research pro-
ject ‘Dancing a tune’ will add what constitutes a good dance music rhythmical per-
formance and the choreomusical aesthetic implications in the dance transmission 
processes. Negotiating and breaking aesthetical values in transmission processes is 
the thematic thread of the round table, and the participants aim to raise questions 
for discussion with the study group members.
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INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS

ÁRNADÓTTIR, Tóta 
“The Weakest Link in the Chain” – Challenges of Transmission of 
Living Tradition through Formal Education
The Faroese chain dance was one of the first elements to be inscribed on the Faroese 
national inventory of Intangible Cultural Heritage, after the Faroe Islands ratified the 
2003 UNESCO convention in 2018. The ratification of the UNESCO convention was 
greatly encouraged by the national association of chain dancers, Sláið Ring (SR) since 
they find that the dance is in need of more efforts in safeguarding. The organisation 
has been warning for some time that they are experiencing a decline in the number of 
active dancers, despite the fact that since 1997 the chain dance has been included in 
the public schools curriculum as a mandatory subject. The intention of the 1997 act 
was to strengthen the dance through the participation of public schools, but accord-
ing to SR the attempt has not been as successful as it was hoped for; the mandatory 
introduction to the dance has not produced an increased interest among the youth. 
However, will the ratification of the 2003 convention make a difference? My study is 
based on fieldwork among both dancers and teachers, exploring how various teach-
ers perceive their role as transmitters and what dancers expect from the schools. 
I will discuss the challenges and possible solutions of teaching the chain dance as 
living tradition in the public schools as well as how shifts in cultural meaning affect 
the perception of the transmission of the dance both in the schools and in other 
contexts. 

COUCH, Nena
Bringing Slovenian Folk Dance Performance to the United States: 
Akademska Folkorna Skupina France Marolt on Tour in 1973
In this presentation, I will explore the transmission of Slovenian folk dance tradition 
through a consideration of the 1973 tour of the Akademska folkorna skupina France 
Marolt as part of the Singers and Dancers of Ljubljana, the first tour to the United States 
of a Slovenian folk dance performing ensemble. This tour followed the U.S. appear-
ances of many state-sponsored folk dance ensembles (AFS France Marolt itself was not 
a state-sponsored company) such as the Moiseyev Dance Company, Ballet Folklorico de 
Mexico, Mazowsze – all presented by Sol Hurok – and others (see Shay, Choreographing 
Politics), so there was an established appetite for folk performance in the U.S. In addi-
tion, for the recreational international folk dance (RIFD) community, major U.S. teachers 
had attended Folklore Summer School (Ljetna škola folklore) on Badija Island, Yugosla-
via, especially the 1971 school focused on Slovenian dances taught by Mirko Ramovš, 
and brought a number of these dances back to the U.S. RIFD community. Ramovš was 
leader of AFS France Marolt and toured with the company in 1973. Sherman Pitluck, who 
sought out the dance company after seeing them perform in Ljubljana, presented the 
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tour. Pitluck did not have Hurok’s star quality client list, although he did present classi-
cal music artists, the Czech company Theatre on the Balustrade, and Batsheva Dance 
Company among others. The Singers and Dancers of Ljubljana tour itinerary was sched-
uled heavily for the U.S. Midwest with a number of smaller town college appearances, 
and a few large cities, several of which have significant Slovenian populations (such as 
Cleveland – R. Kunej Slovenian dance work in progress). The company also appeared in 
California in strong RIFD areas, and at the Kennedy Center (Washington, D.C.) with an 
audience of 2,000. Through interviews, documents, and tour materials, I will examine 
the impact of AFS France Marolt’s 1973 U.S. tour. 

ĐAČANIN, Svetlana
Problems of Dance Teaching Methods  
in Cultural-Folk Associations in Serbia
Even though Serbian ethnochoreologists (Ljubica and Danica Janković, Milica 
Ilijin, Jelena Dopudja) have professed the importance of children learning tradi-
tional dances as a part of education that enhances their psychological and physical 
abilities throughout the 20th century, this topic is left scarcely researched in modern 
ethnochoreology. My interest in this topic reaches back to bachelor and master stud-
ies when I started doing field research on methods of learning traditional dances in 
children dance groups in cultural-folk associations since these are the only organized, 
informal groups where traditional dances are taught systematically. Research so far 
has shown that even though there are no firm methodical principles of teaching tradi-
tional dances, there are certainly developed methods that are used when knowledge 
of traditional dances is transmitted from teacher to children. These methods are 
mostly based on a verbal description of dance kinetics and dance demonstration. 
Through them, children are encouraged by dance teachers to mimic movements, and 
according to researchers (Fügedi, 2003: 397), it is the commonly accepted method 
used during teaching dance. The problem of underdeveloped methods of teaching 
traditional dance lies in the fact that cultural-folk associations, where they are ap-
plied, are informal groups of non-professionals. Thus, teachers are mostly amateur 
dance practitioners without a formal education in pedagogy, development and cogni-
tive psychology and ethnochoreology, whose knowledge is acquired predominantly 
through attending dance seminars. This opens a question of how and in which direc-
tions the methods of teaching dance to children could develop further. How could 
cultural-folk associations in Serbia embrace a dance teaching method where children 
learn dance movements and kinetography in parallel (a method backed by modern 
ethnochoreologists such as Fügedi 2003, Lèvai 2011), and how could this model of 
dance teaching be implemented in cultural-folk associations?
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DAVIDA, Dena 
Thoughts about “Aesthetic Transmission” in Artworld Dance-Making:  
From Nouvelle Danse to Nouvelle Gigue in Québec
This essay brings to our discussion of dance transmission a perspective derived from 
artistic dancers and their creative processes from both the nouvelle danse and nouvelle 
gigue communities in Montréal, Canada. Although my doctoral studies involved an eth-
nographic study that analyzes the entirety of a dance event, here I will focus in on one 
of the distinguishing features of current-day choreographic composition: its prolonged 
creative processes. As is the tradition in this international art world, each dance-maker 
must develop a highly individualistic approach to the transmission of their ideological 
and somatic impulses in the course of fleshing out their distinct aesthetic.

I will discuss the paradigm shifts between choreographers and dancers as they 
create choreographies in Modern and Postmodern dance. From my experience as a 
curator it has become clear that our Montréal artistic dance world has moved from 
setting movements predetermined by choreographers onto dancers’ bodies towards 
more collaborative strategies for transmission. In the latter case, power is shared 
among creators and interpreters, provoking questions about the intellectual prop-
erty of the dances.

Turning to strategies of transmission within Québec’s nouvelle gigue movement, I 
will recount how certain Québécois step-dancers have been envisioning new kinds of 
choreographies for over a decade stemming from the aesthetics – the steps, rhythms 
and “situation” – of this local form of gigue. Several interviews will provide perspectives 
on some of the ways in which their earlier practice of teaching traditional dances has 
gravitated towards Postmodern dance procedures for freely recreating choreographic 
compositions from a highly personal perspective.

Doctoral research on the Luna contemporary dance event with choreographer 
Ginette Laurin completes this essay, to illustrate an in-depth case study of one con-
temporary choreographer’s collaborative approach to making dances alongside the 
dancers. This might be thought of as a “process of aesthetic transmission,” and which 
choreographer Ginette Laurin undertook by employing intuitive strategies arising out of 
the 1948 Autonomist artistic movement in Québec.

DORNER, Jamila
Embodied Learning in Bharatanatyam 
My presentation will examine the teaching-learning process in the South Indian dance 
form Bharatanatyam. In order to examine how Bharatanatyam practitioners learn their 
embodied skills, I will build on the concept of enskilment developed by anthropolo-
gists Gisli Palsson and Tim Ingold. Enskilment is a process of learning by fine-tuning 
our senses, our actions and our attention while we belong to a community of practice. 
This stresses the dynamic and interactive nature of knowledge. Thus, I will explore 
how Bharatanatyam practitioners make dance knowledge as they learn, rehearse and 
perform together. How do they develop their sense of talam or rhythm? How do they 
learn to convey the appropriate expression when doing abhinaya, a form of storytell-
ing? How do they learn group choreographies as they stage a show? What is the role 
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of improvisation in this process? And how might the experience of the stage  affect 
their skills? These are the questions I will explore with some ethnographic vignettes 
from my fieldwork. My fieldwork took place in a local dance school of Chennai with an 
apprentice-style method. I have learned alongside other students and performed with 
them in a festival. My presentation will, therefore, illustrate how the “making” of bodily 
knowledge (c.f. Marchand 2010) takes place both in the dance studio and on stage.

FELFÖLDI, László
On Embodiment of Local Dance Tradition as Cultural Value 
The concept of “dance transmission” appeared in scientific research a long time ago.  
Today it is recognized that learning dance is not a mechanical process based on codi-
fied knowledge. Tacit knowledge is an equally important, inseparable element of the 
dance knowledge, which is almost impossible to codify, and it can only be acquired 
by the novices  by observation, imitation and long practice. Personal experimentation 
can also be an effective tool for gaining tacit knowledge. The two together – explicit 
and tacit knowledge – may result in the embodiment of dance knowledge through 
personalization by means of practical experience in a relevant context. Embodied 
knowledge generated in this way may serve as a basis for a lifelong “individual dancing 
carrier” in the circle of a “community”, sharing the collective knowledge.  

Recent socio-cultural, political-economic and technical changes multiplied the 
ways of dance transmission, and increased the possibilities to access dance knowledge. 
The classical model of “dance master” and “dancer” has been modified significantly by 
the appearance of electronic media, when dancers are learning dance from films on 
YouTube or TV channels without interference of the dance teachers. Teaching dance 
became part of knowledge management, where knowledge transfer is implemented in 
institutionalized, organized circumstances. In this system refinement of methodology 
is facilitated by “best practices” generated by experts in applied choreology.

The author plans to give a short description of such a “best practice” of dance 
knowledge transmission, developed by the local cultural managers applying several 
kinds of tools and methods for constructing the local dance heritage.  Research material 
collected in North-Eastern Hungary in the last three years will be approached through 
the “action theory” developed by Russian, Scandinavian, American, French and British 
researchers, with special attention to the American sociologist, Talcott Parsons.  

GREEN, Nick and Liz MELLISH
Dance Transmission in Contemporary Romania: Continuity in Dance 
Concept or in Dance Realization through Changing Contexts?
This paper will explore the transmission of local dance knowledge in contemporary Ro-
mania. It will question whether the ‘concept’ of the dance or the ‘realization’ is currently 
being transmitted to novice dancers. In social settings there are concepts for dancing 
however the realisation can be different between situations and dancers, whereas in 
the choreographed form for presentation and recreation the defined concept is such 
that the realisation is a fixed form with little variability between situations. 
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We examine the methods currently used by Romanian dancers to acquire their local 
dance knowledge; the dance experience of the teachers and mentors who are passing 
on this knowledge; and the situations during which Romanian dancing takes place. 
Theoretically we will draw on the works of Lave and Wenger on ‘legitimate peripheral 
participation’ and ‘communities of practice’ and Ingold’s on apprenticeship as a learn-
ing process through ‘guided rediscovery’. 

We will draw on our longitudinal experiences of observation and participation in local 
dancing in Romania that allows us to follow the changes over a period of around 30 years 
from the decline in participation in Romanian local dance in the early 1990s, to the current 
enthusiasm for local dancing for social recreation and for young people to participate in 
organised dance groups.  We conclude that Romanian local dance knowledge continues 
to be acquired through “a combined process of observation, imitation, deliberate learn-
ing and training” (Giurchescu 1983:28), that enables novice dancers to participate in danc-
ing during both social and performative contexts, and that the mentors who are passing 
on this knowledge place the stress on continuity in the dance concept whilst introduc-
ing modifications in the realization, including a widening diversity of stage productions 
that match the ongoing processes of change in fashion and aesthetic preferences of the 
mainly local audiences.

IVANOVA-NYBERG, Daniela
Cultural Transmission and Dance: Observation on Models and Styles 
Developed among Bulgarian Communities in North America
A dynamic process of establishment and activities of Bulgarian folk dance groups for 
children and adults was observed in the United States and Canada in the past decade. 
In most cases, the instructor/choreographer is the same for both groups. Questions 
arise: what models and styles of cultural transmission can be defined in such environ-
ments? What would be the best research approaches? Why study these?

This paper states that in North America, as it is in Bulgaria, the dominant position 
and consequent influence of the dance leader must be recognized in order to compre-
hend the processes of cultural transmission. In following the vertical, horizontal, and 
oblique forms of cultural transmission and acculturation – as modified by Berry, Poort-
inga, et al. (2002 [1992]) after Cavalli-Sforza, L. L., et al. (1982), the analysis addresses  all 
of the above pathways to conclude that there are very few examples of dance “living 
in the family” for generations.  In cases like this, dance knowledge is heavily influenced 
by the aesthetics of the Bulgarian folk dance ensemble school and tradition. Among 
the specifics that distinguish American Bulgarian ways of passing dance to the next 
generation (from the situation in the homeland) is the fact that in North America there 
is culture “A” (Bulgarian culture transmission) and culture “B” (contact culture accul-
turation transmission). The mutual involvement of parents and children invites study of 
transmission via “legitimate peripheral participation” (as named by Lave and Wenger, 
1991), and supports the concept of “community of practice” (Lave and Wenger, 1998). 

The fieldwork and the execution of an interdisciplinary approach reveal a multi-fac-
eted model of cultural transmission. Outcomes resulting from this study are intended 
to contribute to both dance and migration studies. 
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KOVÁCS, Henrik
The Effect of the Dance Transmission on the Hungarian Revival Folk 
Dance Community’s Relationship to Folk Dance
In my paper, I present the sub-groups of the Hungarian revival folk dance society. 
An analysis of a sample of nearly 2,500 individuals responds to the differences and 
similarities in the relationship of revival micro-communities to folk dance. The micro-
communities of professional and amateur dancers, folk dance teachers, attendees of 
dance houses and courses are fundamentally different in how they learn the dance. 
This essential role of the dance transmission is the main part of the differences in the 
Hungarian revival micro-communities. In my lecture I will present - after characteriz-
ing the hard data of the sample (age, gender) - the revival dance functions depend on 
the relation of the folk dance society to the folk dance. Based on the results, it can be 
stated that in the revival community the explored folk dance functions (identity forma-
tion, entertainment, self-entertainment and preservation of traditions) show a special 
pattern. The literature background comes from the dance function research, where 
the ways of the dance transmission are important. I use works from Gertrude Prokosch 
Kurath, Adrienne Lois Kaeppler, György Martin, Anca Giurchescu, Ernő Pesovár, Andriy 
Nahachewsky, Anthony Shay, László Felföldi, Lujza Ratkó and Sándor Varga.

During the research, I asked amateur and professional dancers, dance teachers, 
visitors to dance houses and courses over the age of 14 about their relationship with folk 
dance. The questionnaire, both open and closed questions, provided an opportunity 
to process the answers in quantitative and qualitative terms. After data cleansing and 
coding, the answers were subjected to statistical analysis - normal distribution, crosstab 
analysis and factor analysis.

In the final part of the presentation, I spell out the further questions that occurred in 
the course of the research: the effect of the way of dance tradition on the revival functions 
of folk dance, the shift of emphasis in the functions, and further pedagogical aspects.

KUBINOWSKI, Dariusz
Folk Dance Transmission in Current Poland  
between Continuity and Change 
In Poland, like in other European countries, the 20th century was the critical period 
in the history of traditional dance culture. The old local dance traditions gradually 
changed their forms and functions from folklore to folklorism. All these processes were 
strictly connected with various types of folk dance transmission from one generation 
to the next. At the beginning of the 21st century we can observe in Poland an interest-
ing situation of cultural and educational diversity as regards this phenomenon. As a 
results of my longitudinal ethnochoreological and ethnopedagogical research I have 
been identified the following types of folk dance transmission in current Poland: 
1) direct transmission of traditional forms and customs in families and local communities for 

the local occasions (very few sub-regions); 
2) direct and indirect transmission of traditional forms in local folkloristic groups for the 

stage (the most regions); 
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3) indirect and direct transmission of traditional forms for the recreation outside of local con-
texts (few separated towns and events); 

4) indirect transmission of artistically elaborated forms in multiregional „ensembles of 
song and dance” for the stage (the whole country); 

5) indirect transmission of artistically elaborated social forms for the national dances com-
petitions (few separated towns and events); 

6) indirect transmission of stylized forms in professional ballet and dance theatres (very 
few choreographers and companies); 

7) lack of folk dance transmission in school education (the whole country).  

During my presentation I will try to characterize all of  these types using an analytical 
model of dance folklorism paradigm which includes ideological, teleological, meth-
odological, axiological, and evaluative dimensions. These characteristics will be com-
plementary illustrated by film examples with my interpretative commentaries. 

KUNEJ, Rebeka
Dance Transmissions across the Ocean
This paper explores the significance of dance transmission in performances of a di-
asporic folk dance group of Slovenians and their descendants now living in the greater 
Cleveland area (Ohio, U.S.). 
Diasporic folk dance groups are an important form of cultural production and a strong 
element of identification within the community. As such, they follow the canons of how 
the dance tradition is presented in Slovenia, while working in completely different con-
ditions of the new country and its multiethnic space. 

In 2019, the folk dance group Folklorna skupina Kres celebrated its 65th anniversary. 
The group’s concert in celebration of the anniversary featured a dance performance 
that the group had learned directly from a YouTube video. In the past, the group would 
draw inspiration for their Slovenian folk dance programme and their stage perfor-
mances from various sources. Back in the day, contact with Slovenia and access to 
suitable materials were limited by both geographical distance and political exclusion 
as the group had been formed by the post-war migrants. 

The process of transmission of dance knowledge to younger generations was 
thus influenced by individuals who initially sought ‘appropriate’ dances among the 
elderly members of the Slovenian community in Cleveland. Later, they would refer 
to descriptions of dances in book collections and other ethnological publications, 
as well as various audio/audio-video media from Slovenia, while today they also use 
online resources. Last but not least, the transmission of dance knowledge has also 
been influenced by direct contact with Slovenian folk dance ensembles that toured 
the U.S. 
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KURDOVA, Dilyana
Dance “Revival” in Bulgaria and its Influence on Traditional Dances
The proposed research seeks to explore the Bulgarian folklore dance “revival” and in 
what way it influences Bulgarian traditional dances. What is it? How does it relate to 
traditional folklore and cultural values? Is it the “new tradition”? What is the mode of 
transmission of folk dances in Bulgaria nowadays as compared to the past? The paper 
was provoked by the larger question of the relatively new phenomenon of recreational 
groups for folklore dances in Bulgaria and moreover - if and in what ways these groups 
influence and/or transform Bulgarian tradition in general and horos in particular. 

Bulgarian folk dance “revival” started in the 21st century and went through several 
phases which included different developments within recreational clubs (from dancing 
for fun to “folk-fitness”) and outside of them in the larger framework of folk dancing in 
the country like folk dance competitions, horoteques, Sunday horos in the open, etc. 
To many dancers and folk connoisseurs recreational groups have become a source for 
dance material as well as inspiration. I suggest that modes of transmission in those 
groups and the “revival” itself directly influence and change traditional dances which 
could lead to a partial replacement of Bulgaria’s traditional dance culture with chore-
ographies. 

I will approach the topic as a researcher who is involved in the “revival” process 
since its beginning and will draw upon my own experience as a teacher of Bulgarian 
and Greek dances. I will use the gathered field data from interviews and questionnaires 
within recreational groups in Bulgaria and Western Europe. My purpose is to give a 
new perspective on Bulgaria’s folk dance “revival” and its consequences for the dance 
culture in Bulgaria, a topic which has not received enough scholarly attention so far.

KURT, Berna
Belly Dance Education:  
Reflections on Feminist Dance Pedagogy
 
The revival of interest in belly dance in the 1970s Western second wave feminists ended 
up in its redefinition as a symbol of personal and sexual liberation (Shay & Sellers-
Young, 2003: 17). This dance genre has been correlated with body acceptance, self-
esteem, reducing stress as well as encouraging physical fitness, personal growth, and 
“goddess” ecofeminism’s essentialist notions of “the eternal feminine” and spirituality. 
Most women experienced dance classes as informal female spaces shielding them 
from the harsh judgment associated with the male gaze (Moe, 2015: 5, 7).

In a very different context, time period and place, I have been experiencing a similar 
learning process in a private dance school. In this paper, I will examine my teachers’ 
ways of passing on knowledge and my personal way of learning the new dance form. 
Based upon my fieldwork and my previous dance teaching experiences, I will try to 
explore further possibilities of creating an egalitarian and liberatory environment and a 
“safe and supportive community” from a feminist dance pedagogical perspective (Barr 
& Oliver: 106).
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NILSSON, Mats 
Does Media Transmit Dances or Dancing –  
and is it an Important Question?
My aim is to discuss if dancing, defined as human bodies in motion in a social setting, 
can be transmitted in media defined as an “extension of man” (McLuhan 1964:3-6), or 
if it dances, the choreographic ideas that media transmit. The starting point is that 
movements must be done, executed, performed, to became dancing, not only stored 
in the human brain and body, as written text, notated or as film in some archive. Danc-
ing is human bodies in motion in a social setting, even if media technology can and 
does convey knowledge about dances over time and space. My thinking is that me-
diated dances, like descriptions in books, notations, documents in archives and film 
are frozen dances. These mediated dances must then be taken out of the media and 
the archive and done by human bodies to be dancing. Because dance is human body 
movements, a representation in any form of media is just a representation of dances 
and not dancing.

Dances might be possible to transmit via media, but I wonder if we do not have to 
transmit dancing body to body. (It is a bit tricky to formulate this…) This distinction is 
relevant in the context of Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH), since it is not only dances 
but also how those dances are transmitted that constitutes cultural continuity. My 
thinking is that ICH is about documented frozen dances that shall be as unchanged as 
possible, an idea that contradicts a living tradition. The presentation builds on reflec-
tions on my own and others earlier studies, and the examples are mainly from Sweden, 
and on written sources, video films and other archive material including the internet, 
and also on my own knowledge about dances and experiences of dancing.

NOWAK, Tomasz
Transmission of Dance Traditions in the Context of their 
Institutionalization in Contemporary Poland
The institutionalization of local dance traditions in modern Poland has become a re-
ality and applies not only to regions where the further presence of traditional dance 
culture is due only to ensembles, workshops and folklore festivals, but also to regions 
where seemingly traditional dance is still the main element of weddings and social 
gatherings. At the same time, the forms of institutionalization of the message are very 
diverse due to the degree of preservation of local traditions, regional traditions of in-
stitutionalization of culture, their forms and ideas guiding them. Contrary to the hopes 
of many cultural activists, all of the communication strategies used result in modifica-
tions to the original traditions. In my paper, I intend to review various forms of tradi-
tion transmission, pointing to the modifications they induce, both dance forms and 
accompanying contextual behaviors. In my presentation I will use examples mainly 
from central Poland and the Polish Carpathians collected in the course of interviews 
and observations, including participating observations.
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PANOURGIA, Marianna
Transmission of Contemporary Dance  
within Higher Dance Education in Greece
This paper discusses elements of transmitting contemporary dance technique during 
the third (last) year of the Higher Professional Private Dance School ‘Aktina’ in Athens, 
Greece. This paper is based on the dance ethnography that was part of a larger ethno-
graphic investigation of the curriculum and the contemporary dance training system 
within Higher Professional Private Dance Schools in Athens, Greece (Panourgia 2017).

This particular dance class has the form of a rehearsal. The exercises are ‘cho-
reographed’ both by the professor and the students in order to be performed as 
short duration choreography. This short choreography will be presented in front 
of the artistic committee of the Ministry of Culture and Sports as part of the fi-
nal examinations for the students’ diploma in dance teaching.  Specifically, this 
paper illustrates this ‘choreographed’ contemporary dance class by examining 
the contemporary dance technique given by the professor; the structure of the 
‘choreographed’ exercises; the spatial arrangement; the music that accompanies 
the exercises; the usage of the body; and the students’ implication in creation. 
The outcome of the research gave an insight not only to the curriculum but also to 
the current teaching and learning process; in other words elements of transmitting 
contemporary dance on the professional (higher education) level. 

PANOVA-TERKATH, Gergana
Crossing Borders – Crossing Styles.  
International Folk Dance at the Folkwang  
University of Arts
Folk dancing is a complicated issue in Germany. Fascism instrumentalized folk dancing 
and singing in the “Hitler’s Youth“ organizations, and Germans felt confused or even 
ashamed after 1945 to pursue the same art forms. In the universities, the ethnologi-
cal departments focused on distant foreign cultures or on the Pan-European idea and 
avoided the term “folk” as much as possible.

Two of my practical courses at the Folkwang University of Arts in Essen are called, 
for example, “International dance forms” and “Dances from all over the world”. The 
first one I established after a break-up in the flamenco tradition at the Institute for 
Contemporary Dance and has become obligatory for the Bachelor in Dance degree. 
The second is a new interdisciplinary course at the Department for Performing Arts. 
Each semester, I initiate and supervise at least two fieldworks in the home countries 
of the students. Afterwards the students instruct their classmates, produce a small 
choreography together and perform it.

Firstly, I would like to present my concept and some of my interviews on learning 
folk dances at the Folkwang University. In the second part of my presentation I would 
like to emphasize the application of these courses in the practical realization of pro-
jects of non-university institutions in North Rhine-Westphalia. I will make reference to 
the transmission of these identical dance forms at the Theatre Total in Bochum and at 
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the State Integration Center of Oberhausen. This supports young amateurs attending 
inclusive schools with the slogan “Theatre Makes Power”. It also helps refugees to feel 
at home by adhering to the initiative “Let’s dance together!” 

Today, fifteen years after the idea for “International Dance Forms” was adopted by 
the Folkwang University, I am convinced that it has become part of the paradigm shift 
in the country’s current contextual state, its education system and “welcome culture”.

PERRY, Mark
Dance Methods and the Transmission of the Sardana
In the traditional Catalan dance the sardana, groups of men and women hold hands 
forming a circle and dance with fixed choreographed dance steps. The symbolism of 
forming a circle consisting of both sexes holding hands to represent solidarity and 
national fraternity among those dancing is an easy and common index. Until around 
1906, the sardana was only regarded as a regional dance of Empordà and to a lesser 
degree La Selva, both rural areas of northern Catalonia, when Catalan nationalists 
transformed the sardana to serve as a national dance. In 1850, Miquel Pardàs i Roure, 
published Método per apendrer a ballar sardanas llargas (Method on How to Dance the 
Sardana), the first published method books to instruct on how to dance the sardana, 
and around this time, the choreography of the dance began to undergo its process 
of standardization. Other dance instruction books followed, and the publication of 
method books in both Spanish and Catalan led to its transmission, which was propa-
gated throughout Catalonia within a brief period of time. In a pamphlet written around 
1933 by Martí Paloma, the author insisted that anyone interested in learning to dance 
the sardana could do so at home by themselves in merely eight days using his pam-
phlet. The transmission of the sardana took place partially through print media, which 
led to its wide and fast dissemination, its fixed choreography, and placement within a 
“national history” and agenda.

PHILLIPS, Miriam
Choreographic Experiments: The Transmission of a Dance Ethnology 
Methodology to Contemporary Dance Creative Process and 
Performance
Pioneering Croatian-American dance ethnologist, Elsie Ivancich Dunin, cofounder of 
the renowned UCLA dance ethnology program, taught a highly effective methodology 
for conducting dance ethnographic fieldwork. Guiding students through an eight-week 
fieldwork practice based on various aspects of the Dance Event, Dunin’s teaching 
methods integrated experiential, observational, and creative modes of learning. Many 
of her students, including this author, found the experience transformative.  While I have 
utilized this methodology for more typical dance ethnographic research projects with 
text-based outcomes, ten years ago I began expanding the model and experimented 
with teaching it to contemporary dance choreography students. When choreographer 
learners began considering their own work more holistically through the lens of the 
Dance Event, the results were striking. Students reported this methodological frame-
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work “significantly affected how they conceptualized their choreography.” Colleagues 
and I noted how they were crafting more multisensory, immersive ‘dance events’ where 
performance spaces became altered, divisions between audience and performers di-
minished, and typically presentational dance works included portions of participatory 
dance in a seamless fashion.

My doctoral research in Arts Practice investigates the applications of dance eth-
nology methods to contemporary dance choreographic creative process and perfor-
mance. I do so by applying the methodology I taught my students, originally learned 
from Professor Dunin, to my own choreographic practice. Utilizing ethnography, 
autoethnography, and arts practice research, I explore family roots within the stories, 
photos, and genealogical tracings of my erased Jewish lineage to create the choreo-
graphic event, ‘The Shluva Project: My Grandmother’s Grandmother.’ This proposed 
presentation is not about the transmission of a dance form, but the transmission and 
retransmission of a methodology to a distinct artistic practice. The paper also consid-
ers why its application to contemporary dance choreographic pedagogy is critically 
needed today.

POLAK, Rainer
Growing into Dance in Rural Mali
This paper concerns the practice of participatory, recreational dance performance in the 
context of vernacular celebration culture, e.g., wedding ceremonies, in rural southern 
Mali. Based on participant observation, focused interviews, and video analyses, I will 
report on how children, youths and adults typically acquire the skills to dance at these 
events. Strikingly, activities aiming primarily at the transmission of dance, e.g., explicit 
teaching, do not play much of a role—rather, the development of the respective skills 
appears to be largely implicit in the performance practice itself. This observation has 
implications for the concept of transmission, typically understood as the handing-down 
of specific cultural content from one generation to the next. Such a “genealogical” mod-
el of transmission may appear plausible in contexts of modern formalized pedagogy 
(schooling, museums, etc.), yet has met criticism from practice-theoretical perspectives 
for its tendency to assume the acquisition of pre-conceived bits of cultural knowledge 
as separate from its practical implementation and emergent re-construction in each 
generation (Ingold, 2001). By contrast, the theory of situated learning emphasizes the re-
lationship between the learning process and its social environment, and the co-consti-
tution of cultural knowledge therein. Specifically, the concept of “legitimate peripheral 
participation” (Lave and Wenger, 1991), which originates from the study of apprentice-
ship, highlights how newcomers become experienced members of a “community of 
practice” through first marginal yet role-conforming and then increasingly full-fledged 
participation in the very practice to be acquired. The talk will suggest that this theory 
quite aptly explains how people learn to participate in vernacular dance performance in 
southern Mali. The generalizability of this claim will be discussed in the examples of re-
lated yet more specialized dance performance roles in the same society, such as staged 
folkloric and ritual masked dance traditions, where one may suspect somewhat more 
explicit, socially differentiated forms of transmission.
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RUIZ, Raymondo
The Cultural Construction of Laban’s System of Movement Notation. 
The Situated Perspectives of Three Approaches: Laban Kinetography in 
Hungary, Labanotation in Ohio, and Language of Dance in New York 
The movement and dance have been written down in many societies through different 
systems of notation. Ann Hutchinson Guest (1984; 2014), a world specialist in dance 
notation, has researched more than eighty systems for writing movement; among 
them the Laban’s System. This research focuses on the analysis and understanding 
of Laban’s System of Movement Notation in the context of a broader network of liv-
ing practices and processes of transmission. The particular approach of this research 
questions how the system is experienced, conceived and modified in specific groups 
of the Laban’s network. Therefore, the aim of this presentation is to understand how 
the system has been culturally constructed. Particularly, the complexity of this field of 
study is explored here by multi-sited fieldwork and participant observation in three 
workshops led by people who have international recognition in Laban’s Network and 
within their own countries: János Fügedi in Hungary; and Odette Blum in Ohio and 
Susan Gingrasso in New York, the United States. The findings of this research point 
towards the cultural construction of the sub-systems within each group and their on-
tological differences, but simultaneously to the co-construction of a meta-knowledge 
more or less unified by a meta-group within Laban’s network.

SARKAR, Urmimala
Challenged through Modes of Transmission:   
An “Untrained” Indigenous Body No Longer Knows
 
This paper examines issues of concern around the idea of expertise and knowledge 
related to transmission of knowledge of dance in indigenous societies. It addresses 
concerns around delegitimization of the use of the term ‘dance’ in the context of em-
bodied practices of indigenous communities, for whom such movement practices are 
not hobbies or specialized forms of art. For such communities these practices, often 
known as dance, remain parts of their everyday negotiations with nature, society and 
the belief systems within the microcosms of their life. Such participatory dances then 
need to compete with the acquired expert knowledge systems generated around the 
same forms by urban performers for proscenium performances. This shift warrants 
specific attention to the assertion of principals of a new process of ‘learning’ to replace 
the intersubjective understanding of ‘lived experience’ and ‘knowing’ that has always 
been a natural process through community-based transmissions of knowledge in in-
digenous communities.

The paper analyses the vulnerability felt by indigenous practitioners, at the loss of 
their rights to identify their living traditions as dance, while faced with the emerging 
new stylized formats of their practices – made as a marketable avatar - de/re-contextu-
alized, or placed in a different space, for the consumption of a different audience. In this 
paper, the concept of indigenous corporeality is analysed through the idea of ‘a body 
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that knows’. The theoretical implications of the corporeal accumulation of knowledge 
and the capacity to know is read in the context of the changing scenario of assertion of 
the standardized presentational requirements, put in place by government and non-
government patrons. The paper then debates whether the changing transmission and 
assessment renders an “untrained” indigenous body as one that ‘no longer knows’. 

SÖZER-ÖZDEMIR, Sebnem 
“Lost and Found in Translation”:  
An Autoethnographic Study on the Embodiment of Japanese 
Nihonbuyō Dance in a Cross-Cultural Transmission Context 
This autoethnographic study focuses on the transmission process of Japanese dance 
Nihonbuyō in a cross-cultural context. As its primary data, it uses the researcher’s per-
sonal experience as a novice, non-Japanese learner at a three-week intensive training 
program in Kyoto (Traditional Theater Training, 2006). Japanese way of life is character-
ised by specified rules of etiquette (ways of speaking, moving, interacting with others, 
etc.) that must be followed by all, whether one is an insider or an outsider. Nihonbuyō 
practice, which follows the traditional master-disciple system for transmission, embraces 
these rules to a great extent. According to this system, the learner/receiver is expected to 
faithfully follow and emulate the live performance of the teacher/transmitter. An impor-
tant outcome of this embodied form of teaching/learning is the emergence of a holistic 
transmission, in which not only a dance style, a form or certain patterns of movement, 
but also certain cultural values are transferred to the learner. This research argues that, 
in teaching/learning Nihonbuyō, the dance transmission and the embodiment of cultural 
values are quite entwined and even inseparable from each other, and a cross-cultural 
context of transmission renders this fact easily observable and comprehensible. Ana-
lysing how learning Nihonbuyō in a cross-cultural context stimulated the researcher to 
rethink her own identity as a white-looking, English-speaking, but ethnically Euro-Asian 
woman from Turkey, as well as questioning the cultural values that she consciously and 
unconsciously embodies as a part of this complex identity, the presentation aims to dem-
onstrate the strict connection between the transmission of this Japanese tradition with 
the embodiment of cultural values. As methodologically an autoethnographic approach 
is chosen, for its analysis, the study benefits from personal memories, memorabilia such 
as the fan used for dancing, personal drawings and notes that were taken during the 
training, video recordings, etc.   

STARO, Placida
“Tonda, mostri! “ Round, monsters!
Transmission is a fundamental component of socio-cultural evolution. We accept 
as a presupposition that cultural development is a dual process: neurophysiological 
processes and sociocultural factors contribute to mutations and innovations. This 
intervention discusses three examples of transformation processes in the province of 
Bologna. The main subject is the transmission of stereotypical behaviours and formal 
elements that signal gender, generation, and social role in the dance. 
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We will highlight acoustic, spatial, kinetic, and proxemics components as used by 
peasants and urban populations. We will consider the evolutionary passages of the 
transmission in the vertical and horizontal, generational, and socio-cultural dimen-
sions. We will see examples from three generations and four contexts: the world of 
dance parties, ballrooms, folk revival events, and bàl-folk. We will try to understand 
which formal aspects of dance culture are accepted, sanctioned, replaced, or even 
denied. Historical chronicles and today’s media report the Bolognese peasant dances. 
Examining those testimonies, we realize that: in theatres and salons, angels and fair-
ies soar.  In the meantime, roosters and hens, billy goats and nanny goats, devils and 
witches infest streets, squares, ports, taverns, stables, and farmyards.

By highlighting the strategies and effects of the processes of conflictual transmis-
sion, we will try to understand: What are the targets of conflict in the transfer of gestural 
and dance culture? What are the motivations, and for what purpose?

TEODORO, Melissa
Masculinity that Emanates from under the Skirts: Transmitting a 
Historic Dance to Younger generations of Cross-Dressed Dancers
The Farotas de Talaigua is a dance group that travels from the remote village of Talaigua 
located in a northern province of Colombia, to the city of Barranquilla where they an-
nually participate in this city’s growing urban carnival. The Farota characters are male 
performers, ranging from the ages of six to eighty-six, who dress in full skirts and ruf-
fled blouses, wear heavy make-up and manipulate dainty parasols. Cross-dressing is a 
common practice in most, if not all pre-lenten festivities such as carnival. Although Bar-
ranquilla’s carnival presents many examples of cross-dressing, the Farotas are unique 
when analyzing their postural and gestural stance, and their movement qualities which 
are eminently and intentionally masculine in nature. Contrary to other cross-dressed 
carnival groups, the Farotas do not portray their character as humorous or whimsical. 
Instead, the dancers perform their moves in a serious and focussed manner with no 
intentions of amusing their spectators. These performance qualities are a result of the 
dance’s first aim which was to protest against the inhumane behavior and sexual abuse 
of the Spanish colonizers towards the indigenous women.  

In my research process, I explore the Farotas’ portrayal of inversion at the level 
of gender, its origins and historical background, its movement qualities and choreo-
graphic structure. Additionally, I examine the way it is transmitted to younger genera-
tions, and its cultural significance within the context of carnival. 

URBANAVIČIENĖ, Dalia
The Ways of Dance Transmission in Lithuanian Folk Movement  
and in Traditional Dance Clubs Movement
The presentation is based on the analysis of folk dance transmission in two different 
folk revivals in Lithuania: 1) the Folk Movement which started in 1968; 2) the Traditional 
Dance Clubs Movement which started in 2002. The Folk Movement formed as an alter-
native to official soviet culture and became an expression of patriotism and resistance. 
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The main activities of the folklore ensembles were concerts for the promotion of Lithu-
anian folk dances recorded in the villages in order to reflect their traditions as closely as 
possible. The First Traditional Dance Club was established in Vilnius by the Lithuanian 
Ethnic Culture Society. Its aim was to promote the almost lost social function of folk 
dancing, which is the opposite of the dance performance on the stage. Since 2004, 
the activists of the Traditional Dance Club began to organize international traditional 
dance summer camps which had encouraged the creation of such clubs in other towns 
of Lithuania.

The differences and similarities of dance transmission in those two revivals are 
determined by comparing the following aspects:
•	 Main	function	of	revival;
•	 Characteristics	of	the	dances	performed;
•	 The	circumstances	of	the	performances;
•	 Dance	repertoire	and	its	compilation;
•	 Dance	teaching	and	learning	models;
•	 The	relationship	between	dance	transmission	and	dance	knowledge;
•	 Dance	transmission	and	the	embodiment	of	cultural	values.

The research was conducted based on comparative and structural analysis methods. 
This presentation will be complemented by video examples.

ZEBEC, Tvrtko
Tradition on the Stage: Dance and Transmission Between Different 
Aesthetics
Evaluation and the assessment of the folk stage performances is a question that re-
lates to a decision on the representativeness of the tradition. That is connected with 
the inevitable changes in aesthetics, depending on the context of the performance and 
its performers. Transmission of dance knowledge and the training methods also differ 
and sometimes show to be the ways of preserving the stylistic and structural particu-
larities of the dance. We can follow two types of performing groups that are presenting 
the same tradition in different ways: those presenting their local, narrow homeland 
traditions are transmitting knowledge to the next generation mostly in the same way 
they learned it from their elders, and those that are presenting someone else’s tradi-
tion, learned from the choreographer and performing for the wide audience without 
any knowledge about local traditions, philosophy and dances they present, mostly as 
students in towns and cities, closer or quite far away from the place they represent on 
the stage. There is also the third type of performing groups that are able to present 
both ways on the stage. Those are mostly youngsters that are presenting local tradi-
tions from their elders in two ways with different aesthetics. Several Croatian examples 
will illustrate these experiences and help to understand the reasons and motives for 
different approaches, dance transmission and presentation.
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INTERACTIVE INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS

DIAS, Augusto
Forró Trainer:  
Automated Feedback for Partner Dance Learning
In partner dance classes, teachers typically attend to several students at the same time. 
Consequently, not all students will receive the same opportunities for learning or the at-
tention and feedback they require. Furthermore, when students practise by themselves 
(e.g. at home), they usually do not receive any feedback, which can discourage them from 
practising. In this interactive individual presentation, I present Forró Trainer, a mobile app 
that allows students to practise dance exercises by themselves, receiving automatically 
generated feedback about their performance. The system uses the smartphone’s mo-
tion sensors and focuses on fundamental aspects of Forró dancing: learning to follow the 
rhythm of the music, transferring the weight, pause at the right time and have a proper 
step size. The app detects the student’s movements, using the mobile’s accelerometer, 
extracts aspects of the rhythm and provides feedback. This workshop will illustrate how 
wearable technology can be integrated into partner dance classes. I will give a short 
introduction to Forró dance and then ask participants to wear their mobile phone while 
doing some basic dance steps. After, I will show a dashboard containing the stats about 
the participants’ dance performance. I present a description of the tool, the mistakes 
it detects, the opportunities for automated feedback and the insights that Forró dance 
teachers gave on how this technology could be used to support Forró teaching practice.

GRAF, Sonja Helena
Please Hug Each Other: Transmitting Values of Community  
and Connection through Touch in Forró Dance
In this presentation I will demonstrate the power and importance of touch as a means 
of transmitting three underlying values within forró - to connect physically, emotion-
ally, and socially to one another. Forró is a social, couples dance form originating from 
the Northeast of Brazil, and is danced in a close embrace. Through this touch, one 
comes to learn more than just the steps of the dance - one comes to find the values 
of generosity, good will, community, and connection can also be transmitted. Based 
on ethnographic research findings from a case study of forró dancing in Brussels, I 
will demonstrate how touch, within the framework of forró, functions as an important 
medium of interpersonal communication, stimulates empathic connections; and is 
a primary means by which communal values are transmitted, exemplified, and rein-
forced. Through a small introductory class, using a number of touch-based connection 
exercises utilized in forró in Brussels, participants will be provided with experiential 
knowledge about the important role of touch in the transmission of forró along with 
the steps and the cultural values surrounding it.

Participants will explore firsthand that a foundational characteristic of forró is the 
exchange of kinesthetic and intellectual knowledge, between the two people sharing a 
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dance. The goal of this presentation is to stimulate a wider discussion about the value 
of touch in dance transmission, in the context of social dance or other dance forms.

KIBIRIGE, Ronald
Realising ‘a Dance’: Transmitting Coexistence among  
the Post-Conflict Acholi of Northern Uganda
Some scholars (Steinhauer Jason, 2016; Opiyo Lindsay 2013) contend that dance, espe-
cially in the post-colonial Sub-Saharan Africa, is an important pathway for education 
and is an avenue through which accepted behavioural patterns and socially constructed 
norms and values are demonstrated and disseminated. In post-conflict Northern Ugan-
da, for example, dancing and dance-musicking is a process of community cohesion and 
coexistence, a depository of popular memory and innovative continuation of the past, 
preservation of community accounts of events that offer interpretations of meaning to 
norms and values embedded in the dancing. They (dancing and dance-musicking) create 
a continuous intergenerational dialogue at several levels, from which prescriptions for 
individual and communal social change develop. The active process of embodying this 
knowledge (realisation), is a process of transmission of the same from one generation to 
the other, but also harbours an understanding of transcendence beyond what is rather 
explicit in rather more trivialised dance performer-audience contexts.  What exactly is 
within this process of realising a dance/dance movement pattern (transmission), and 
how is this process, from local practitioners’ points of view, initiated? What is the role of 
an individual local Lamokowang practitioner in this transmission process? 

Using notational illustrations (both music and dance), local recorded dance mate-
rial and practical dance movement demonstration as particular tools for movement 
and music analysis, I will explicate the argument that Lamokowang is “a knowledge-
body” and that the process of dancing and dance-musicking this knowledge is indeed 
an Acholi local and dynamic mechanism of safeguarding and transmitting this knowl-
edge. I will discuss what (knowledge), and how (knowing) in the Acholi process of dance 
transmission, the dancing and dance-musicking contributes to bridging a cultural 
generational knowledge gap.

SZEKELY, Anna
Dance Transmission through Archive Films – Learning Methods in the 
Hungarian Revival Movement
In my presentation, I am going to discuss the concept of dance transmission in different 
revival contexts. The academic interest in folk dances included fieldwork. From the 1940s 
Hungarian researchers used several ways to collect data about dances but the main 
tool was always the film recordings at organized events. These documentations can be 
found in archives. Video recordings are regarded as reference points of the authentic folk 
dances. Due to the technical inventions, most of these dance films are available online. 
They are used for teaching purposes as well as a base of choreographies, other artworks, 
and competitions. In my proposal, I will discuss how these archive films are used in folk 
dance learning processes in two revival contexts. One is a male dance competition, 
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where the dancers have to learn a given dance sequence from a recording and perform 
it in front of a jury. The other field of study is a folk dance and music camp, where the pu-
pils learn from dance instructors who gained their knowledge from (mainly) the archive 
film. My research question is, by what means a dancer acquires dance movements from 
recordings. What are the advantages and disadvantages of these tools? Can we get more 
information about the dance when we take back the film to its original context? What 
kind of knowledge can a dancer get from video materials? In addition, I will introduce 
another kind of dance learning method which is used in the wider revival movement. A 
website, called idancehungary.hu aims to transmit folk knowledge to the non-Hungarian 
speakers who are interested in Hungarian folk dance and music traditions. My presenta-
tion will become interactive at this point because I will ask the audience to join me and 
learn a dance from a Transylvanian village, called Szék (Sic in Romanian). The question 
is raised again, what kind of knowledge and how is it transmitted using video material. 
During the practice, the audience will see how the concept of authentic folklore appears 
in a teaching-learning situation.

VIMAL, Akhila
Where the Hand Goes…? Imagining Practice Based Dance Pedagogy 
for Blind and Low Vision Performers 
The pedagogy of Indian classical dance transmits a developed grammar to a student 
through rigorous training by a guru (revered teacher). Therefore, the performer’s agency 
over her/his movement is relatively limited. It prevents the students from experiencing 
their own bodies and hinges on the restructuring of their ability to follow a grammar. 
The performances and texts (Nāṭyaśāstra and other ‘manuals of classical dance’) that 
I studied stress the importance of pursuing this grammar while dancing; even when I 
watch a performance the ‘ghost’ of my training forces me to evaluate a performance 
through an ‘ideal’ standard.

As a performer, who identifies as disabled, when I started looking at disability in 
performance, my objective was to look beyond the classical normative that I carry 
from my learning and teaching process. I envision a pedagogy and practice that an-
ticipates a disabled performer’s expression-what she/ze/he wants from a dance rather 
than what others want to see from her/zis/him. Here, I propose a preliminary plan of 
making dance pedagogy that is influenced by the notion of somatic dance experience 
for the blind and low vision community.  

My exploration here is towards imagining and delineating a practice based peda-
gogical model for blind and low-vision dance practice in India. Hence, the main objec-
tive of this study is to contribute to the core of dance where dance is an expression 
rather than a product. How to create space where I/we can decide what my dance 
should be or assert the position that disabled performers can create their own dance. 
I propose that central to this method is the cultural unlearning of classical dance un-
derstanding of the body that a trained body such as mine, through movement-based 
workshops, i.e. the concept of collaborative learning through a somatic engagement 
where agentive actions come from within.
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POSTER PRESENTATIONS

BARRY, Olivia
The Morris Tradition: Transmission of Cultural  
Identity through Collective Memory 
Memories are the culmination of our past experiences. Collective memories act as pub-
lic symbols formed and maintained over time by a group or society (Coman et al. 2009). 
How societies create, store, and recall information directly influences how information is 
perceived and communicated by individuals overtime (Garcia-Gavilanes 2017). The devel-
opment of cultural identity may be examined through the transmission of individual and 
collective memories. The following paper examines how collective memory influences the 
development of cultural identity through the transmission of significant embodied move-
ments, behaviors, and components of nonverbal communication in a community of Morris 
dancers in Brasstown, North Carolina. Morris dancing is a form of traditional English folk 
dance that incorporates percussive step dancing elements, choreographed figures set to 
a musical accompaniment, and props such as sticks, hankies, bells, garland, and swords 
(Buckland 1990). Morris dance teams possess rich histories filled with togetherness, inef-
fable traditions, and distinguishable customs. 

The central research question for the proposed paper is: how do collective memories 
influence the development of cultural identity through the transmission of embodied 
movements, behaviors, and components of nonverbal communication? This paper ex-
plores how a Morris dance community’s cultural identity is developed by the transmission 
and preservation of significant symbolic experiences as a result of collective memory. 
Similarly, this paper aims to investigate how the transmission of symbolized movements, 
behaviors, and components of nonverbal communication promote a Morris dance com-
munity to possess the ability and the desire to remember significant collective memories. 
It is hypothesized that the role of collective memory in the transmission of cultural identity 
through symbolic movements, behaviors, and components of nonverbal communication 
may be examined in a community of Morris dancers through the use of ethnochoreological 
methods, techniques, and theories. 

OLABANKE OYINKANSOLA, Goriola
Candomble Dance, an Embodiment of Religious Beliefs: A Reflection 
on the Modes of Transmission of the Afro-Brazilian Dance Knowledge 
of the Orishas in Brazil
Dance occupies a central stage in religious and cultural events in different communities. 
Candomblé’s “dance of the Orishas”, an Afro-Brazilian religious dance which is believed 
to have originated as a borrowed phenomenon from some parts of Africa’s worship-
ping of the Orishas came into existence as an avenue to conceive an alternative space of 
refuge and empowerment in the confines of the slave society of the nineteenth century 
Brazil. The Candomble, “dance of the Orishas,” is an enactment and embodiment of Afro-
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Brazilian’s spiritualities and epistemology. Dance, being a rhythmically organized set of 
movements performed within a specific context, is one of the most important frequently 
used and profound means of human expression of religious beliefs and values. Accord-
ing to the ethnographic fieldwork I conducted in Brazil in one Candomble religious 
nation, the dance is transmitted from generation to generation, and from one person 
to another through different indigenous methods such as participation, repetition, initia-
tion, observation, festivals, imitation, communal gathering, everyday performative con-
tact, intense participation, accidental, unintentional or reluctant forms. These modes of 
transmission of Candomble knowledge occur in an unsystematic and oral learning pro-
gression. Therefore, this presentation is an attempt to discuss the methods used in the 
transmission of religious knowledge encrypted or engraved in Candomble’s “dance of 
the Orisha.” The researcher extensively used ethnographic fieldwork research methods 
to gather data, for instance, participant observation, interviews, motion capture audio 
and video filming as well as field notes taking. In short, the present paper is an attempt to 
provide answers to the research question: How Candomble dance knowledge is trans-
mitted consciously and unconsciously from one generation to the next.

YALDIZ, Şahin 
A Case Study on the Reanimation of Authentic Zeibek Dances: 
Academical Zeibek Villages 
Zeibek is an improvised dance of Western Anatolia. The dance is known as the dance 
of the bandits. However, with the foundation of the Republic of Turkey, the dance was 
declared as ‘the national dance of the new Turkish society’. Influenced by the move-
ments of ballet, the dance was restructured into a new dance that has nothing to do 
with the authentic one. This ‘invented’ dance is still more popular over its original 
form. Moreover, due to the economical and sociological changes the dance began 
to lose its richness and authenticity in its natural environment: Western Anatolia vil-
lages. However, there has not been a thorough documentation project on the zeibek 
dances of the villages one by one. The Turkish youth is still learning the modern form 
of the dances because the search for the original form requires time and energy. As 
a result, a group of young scholars created a project named ‘Academical Zeibek Vil-
lages’ initiated by Şahin Yaldız. The conditions for a zeibek ceremony are provided by 
the scholars and the whole village reanimates the old tradition of zeibek dances in its 
original form. The one week ceremonies in remote and unknown villages are led by the 
villagers who witnessed the authentic tradition. As the first and unique way of trans-
mitting and documenting the dance in a dying tradition, the project attracts dozens of 
students and academicians who want to experience the authenticity and transmit the 
dance accordingly. As a case study I’ll also discuss the outcomes of this project for the 
ethnochoreographic approaches on the Turkish folk dances and for the target village’s 
cultural awakening.
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PRESENTER  BIOGR A PHIES

Evangelia (Lily) ANTZAKA, ethnologist, born and raised in Athens, Greece.  Studied in Ethnol-
ogy and Classical Archaeology in Germany, PhD at University of Munich. Field research on dance 
in Epirus (Greece), on costume and clothing, on printed popular literature in Southeastern Europe 
(research program of the Institut fuer Volkskunde, University of Munich), on folklore groups and on 
museum presentations, with respective publications in journals. Interested in concepts of ethnicity, 
local identity and historical representations. Works since 1977 as a tourist guide in Greece.

Tóta ÁRNADÓTTIR is an assistant professor at the Faroese University (employed since 2015). She 
holds a Master of Faroese Language and literature (2014) and is currently finishing her PhD project 
“Hand in hand” - Transmitting Faroese Ballad Tradition in modern society” as a joint degree in folk-
loristics, with the supervision of Dr. Valdimar Hafstein, University of Iceland and Professor Emeritus 
Turið Sigurðardóttir, University of the Faroe Islands.

Olivia BARRY graduated with first class honors from Young Harris College in 2018 with a B.Sc. in 
Psychology and minors in Music and Appalachian Studies. Barry is currently a MA student at the 
Irish World Academy of Music and Dance through the University of Limerick studying Ethnochoreol-
ogy with Dr. Mats Melin and Dr. Colin Quigley. Barry’s research interests include evaluating psycho-
logical theories with ethnochoreological methods/techniques, motivations for social dance partici-
pation, the role of inner speech in movement, and analyzing implicit processes through the lens of 
social dance. Barry intends to pursue a PhD in either Dance Science or Ethnochoreology.  

Sevi BAYRAKTAR is Professor of Dance, Music, and Performance in Global Contexts at the Univer-
sity for Music and Dance Cologne, Germany. Sevi has earned her B.A. and M.A. in social sciences 
at Bogazici University of Istanbul and Ph.D. in Culture and Performance at UCLA. Her research fo-
cuses on dance, gender, and politics in the contemporary Middle East, combining choreographic 
and ethnographic methods. Her current book project explores the modern history of folk dance, 
heritagization, and social movements in Turkey. Her work has appeared in Performance Philosophy 
and Dance, Movement & Spiritualities.

Anne von BIBRA WHARTON teaches ballroom, international and world dance traditions in the 
Dance Department at St. Olaf College. She completed her M.A. in Dance with an emphasis on eth-
nology at the University of California, Los Angeles. Her thesis focused on continuity and change in 
the dance events of two Lower-Franconian villages in southern Germany during the 20th century. 
Anne has served on the Study Group board and co-edited several study group proceedings. Her 
research interests include dance transmission, continuity and change in dance events in Germany, 
the use and misuse of folk-dance in political contexts and Indonesian dance.

Raphaël BLANCHIER is an assistant professor in the anthropology of dance in the Université Cler-
mont Auvergne (France). A laureate of the École Normale Supérieure d’Ulm, he has a BA in dance 
studies (université Paris8), and a MA and PhD in anthropology (EPHE, Paris). His research interests 
focus on Mongolian dances and contemporary issues of national identity, cultural transmission, ICH 
and globalisation. His research relies on qualitative ethnography, with an epistemological reflection 
on the production of knowledge in dance studies. A member of Laboratoire ACTé, he has teaching 
responsibilities in anthropology, the anthropology of dance, dance history and dance analysis. 

Theresa BUCKLAND is a Professor of Dance History and Ethnography at the University of Roe-
hampton, London. She is editor of Dance in the Field: Theory, Methods and Issues in Dance Ethnog-
raphy (1999), Dancing from Past to Present: Nation, Culture, Identities (2006) and author of Society 
Dancing. Fashionable Bodies in England 1870-1920 (2011). 

Chi-Fang CHAO is a senior lecturer in the Dept. of Dance, University of Roehampton London. She 
has been a member of the Study Group on Ethnochoreology since 2000. Her research interests in-
clude the anthropological study of ritual and dance, dance ethnography in Okinawa, and reflexive/
post-colonial dance theatre of indigenous peoples in Taiwan. Her articles are published in the Jour-
nal of Chinese Ritual, Theatre and Folklore, Taiwan Journal of Anthropology, Journal of Archaeology 
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and Anthropology, etc. She is the author of the monograph Dancing Culture: ethnography of Taketo-
mi Isle in Okinawan (in Chinese, 2010).

Chariton CHARITONIDIS holds a Bsc majoring in “Greek Traditional Dance” and a MSc in “Folklore-
Dance Anthropology” from the School of Physical Education and Sport Science, National and Ka-
podistrian University of Athens. He is a PhD student in “Dance Studies” in the same University. He 
works as a dancer, dance instructor and musician.

Nena COUCH   Nena’s scholarship includes publications such as “Dance in La dama boba” (Come-
dia Performance), “Choreography and Cholera: The Extended Life of Dance Notation” (A Tyranny 
of Documents); presentations at the International Council of Kinetography Laban, Dance Studies 
Association, International Association of Libraries and Museums of the Performing Arts (SIBMAS); 
dance and theatre exhibitions.  Awards include Harvard Theatre Collection’s Rothschild Fellowship 
for Research in Dance, Theatre Library Association Distinguished Service in Performing Arts Librari-
anship Award, and OSU’s 2019 Slovene Research Initiative Visiting Scholar Exchange.  She serves as 
Head of The Ohio State University Libraries Area Studies and Thompson Library Special Collections. 

Svetlana ĐAČANIN was born in 1993 in Sremska Mitrovica, Serbia. She has graduated from bachelor 
and master studies at the Academy of Arts, University of Novi Sad, Ethnomusicology program. She is 
currently enrolled as a 3rd year Ph.D. student, and is a teaching assistant for Ethnomusicology and 
Ethnochoreology subjects, at the Academy of Arts, University of Novi Sad. In her Ph.D. research she 
is focused on dance teaching methods in cultural-folk associations as well as stage presentation of 
traditional dance for children.  Svetlana is applying for the first time to the Study Group hoping to 
share opinions about dance education with other researchers.

Linda DANKWORTH was awarded a PhD in Dance Ethnography in 2010 at De Montfort University, 
Leicester. Dankworth is the joint editor of Dance Ethnography and Global Perspectives: Identity, Em-
bodiment and Culture (2014). Recently, she has set up and taught the Dance Histories Course at 
the School of Liberal and Performing Arts at the University of Gloucestershire. Dankworth is cur-
rently investigating collaborations between choreographers and painters that bring art and dance 
together in temporal spaces of performance. She has been a member of the ICTM Study Group on 
Ethnochoreology since 2003, and a Co-Director of the workshops of the World Folk Dance Festival 
(WFDF) Palma Mallorca from 2005-2011. 

Anuran DASGUPTA   I am a PhD scholar in the department of Theater and Performance Studies at 
the School of Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. I have recently submitted 
my MPhil Thesis titled Negotiating Merit through a Marked Body: Siddi Performances in Gujarat and 
Karnataka. Findings and insights of this research have been presented at the Asia-Africa conference 
in Dar-es Salam, Tanzania, 2018, IFTR conference 2018 Belgrade and ICTM conference 2019 Bangkok.

Ann R. DAVID, PhD, is Professor of Dance and Cultural Engagement at the University of Roehamp-
ton, London. She specialises in dance anthropology and South Asian classical and popular dance 
and her dance training includes ballet, contemporary, folk dance, as well as bharatanatyam and 
kathak. Ann’s research work focuses on dance and ritual practices in UK Indian communities investi-
gating issues of migration, identity and embodiment, and the gestural, narrative and ritual practices 
of bharatanatyam. She has published widely on this work, as well as on dance in Bollywood, and on 
the ritual dances of Tibetan Buddhism and is currently working on a monograph of Indian dancer 
Ram Gopal. 

Dena DAVIDA (b. 1949) has been a contemporary dance world participant for 40+ years as perform-
er and choreographer, curator, educator and researcher. Immigrating from the USA to Montréal, 
Canada in 1977, she co-founded the Tangente dance presenting space (1980), the CanDance touring 
network and the Festival international de la nouvelle danse (1985). At the University du Québec she 
taught dance theory and practice (l997- present) and completed her doctorate, an ethnographic 
study of meaning in a local, contemporary dance event. She has published widely on dance and 
culture and edited Fields in Motion: Ethnography in the worlds of dance (2012). Her maternal grand-
mother was Lithuanian.
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Augusto DIAS is a data scientist working in the field of educational technologies. In his PhD at the 
University of Sydney, he approached the topic of how to use technology to enhance the teaching 
and learning of partner dances. As a case study, he studied a Brazilian partner dance called Forró. 
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between machine and dance. As a side activity during his PhD, he taught Forró dance in a commu-
nity centre in Sydney, Australia.
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hold a Master in Education from the University of Geneva, a Master and a PhD in Social Anthro-
pology from SOAS, University of London. I have also been learning and practicing Bharatanatyam, 
a South Indian dance form, for twenty years. With a phenomenological approach, my PhD thesis 
dealt with the Bharatanatyam learning-teaching process in contemporary Chennai. I have used an 
apprenticeship-based method and learned alongside other students. My PhD, awarded in 2017, has 
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Institute (London).
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Academy. Dr. Felföldi is a Titular University Professor of the Szeged University and the Hungarian 
University of Dance Art, Budapest.
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sic and Dance, University of Limerick, Ireland. She is Founding Director of The National Dance Archive 
of Ireland, and Founding Chair of Dance Research Forum Ireland. Catherine has published extensively 
including her two monographs, Irish Traditional Step Dancing in North Kerry, and Step Dancing in Ire-
land: Culture and History; she has also published in international scholarly journals. Catherine is cur-
rently serving her second term as the elected Chair of the ICTM’s Study Group on Ethnochoreology, 
and is an elected member of the ICTM’s executive board. Catherine is a dancer and musician.

Giorgos K. FOUNTZOULAS holds a B.SC. majoring in Greek Traditional Dance from the School of 
Physical Education and Sport Science (National & Kapodistrian University of Athens) and also a 
M.Sc. in Folklore-Dance Anthropology. He is a Ph.D. candidate in “Dance Studies” in the same Uni-
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János FÜGEDI is a senior researcher at the Institute for Musicology, Research Centre for the Humani-
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creative concepts and leads the internet publishing of a complex dance knowledge base. He’s a pro-
fessor at the Hungarian Dance Academy, providing courses in Laban kinetography. He has been a 
fellow of the International Council of Kinetography Laban (ICKL) since 1989 and the Vice-Chair of the 
Board of Trustees since 2007. Currently, he is the Chair of ICKL’s Board of Trustees. He was awarded the 
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Dorota GREMLICOVÁ, Ph.D., studied choreology at the Dance Department of the Academy of Per-
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Cornelia GRUBER is a postdoctoral researcher in ethnomusicology at the University of Vienna. Her 
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Madagascar” deals with issues of gender interdependencies, embodiment, and performativity 
through the act of dancing.

Solomon GWEREVENDE holds a BA in Music from Great Zimbabwe University and Post Graduate 
Diploma in Education (Music and Dance) from Zimbabwe Ezekiel Guti University. He is currently a 
student for Choreomundus-International Master in Dance Knowledge, Practice and Heritage jointly 
offered by the University of Clermont Auvergne, France, Norwegian University of Science and Tech-
nology, Norway, University of Szeged, Hungary and University of Roehampton, United Kingdom. 

Lucie HAYASHI, Ph.D., an Assistant Director at National Theatre Opera in Prague, is known mainly 
as a dance critic and senior editor of web dance magazine Tanecni aktuality. She is a member of the 
grant committee for professional dance and nonverbal theatre in the Ministry of Culture and a del-
egate of the Czech Dance Association. She works as a Secretary of Dance Department at Academy 
of Music and Dance in Prague, where she defended her doctoral thesis in Dance Studies on Dance in 
Contemporary Japanese Society. Graduated in Japanese Studies at Charles University, her research 
focuses mainly on dance in Japan.
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Linnea HELMERSSON is a PhD student in ethnology at Umeå University, researching narratives 
in lindy hop and polska dancing in Sweden. Her research interests are social dancing, tradition, 
gender relations in dance and social interaction on the dance floor. Earlier work includes editing 
Eldsjälarna och dansarvet, an anthology on folk dance research in Sweden, and articles in antholo-
gies and conference proceedings. She has been a member of the Study Group since 2014 and is 
currently co-chairing the Sub-Study Group of Dance, Gender and Power relations. She dances in 
several dance scenes, and has been teaching lindy hop for several years.

Corina IOSIF, PhD. is a senior researcher at the Romanian Peasant National Museum whose current 
project is “Producing and Consuming “Folklore: A Study of the Origins and Usage of Folklore as a Field 
of Media Culture in Post-communist Romania”. She graduated from the “G. Enescu” Conservatoire in 
Iaşi in 1988. She obtained her Ph.D. in Anthropology / Ethnology in 2007, at EHESS, Paris, and in 2016 
she obtained the habilitation in Sociology. A member of the ICTM’s Study Group on Ethnochoreology 
since 1993, she has been associate researcher of the Center of History of Imaginary at Bucharest Uni-
versity since 2004 and associate researcher of PLIDAM since 2019.

Daniela IVANOVA-NYBERG was awarded her PhD (ethnochoreology) by the Bulgarian Academy 
of Sciences. She has taught cultural anthropology, philosophy, ethnography, Bulgarian language, 
Bulgarian dance, and other disciplines at various institutions, including Sofia University “St. Kliment 
Ohridski,” New Bulgarian University, and National Academy for Drama and Film Arts. Publication of 
her book, “Bulgarian Folk Dance Ensemble as a Cultural Phenomenon,” (2011) was partly sponsored 
by The Bulgarian Ministry of Culture.  Her research focus is Bulgarian dance in Bulgaria and in the 
United States. Daniela has been an active member of the ICTM Study Group on Ethnochoreology 
since 2002.

Theresa JACOBSOWA, research associate at the Serbski institut/Sorbian Institute in Budyšin/Bau-
tzen (Germany) since 2015; received doctorate in 2012 on practices and discourses of Sorbian folk 
dances; worked in the management of the Tanzarchiv Leipzig and research of body politics in the 
GDR at the Institute for Theatre Studies/University of Leipzig; main research interests: music and 
dance studies, comparative minority research, digital humanities, tangible/intangible cultural herit-
age; currently devoting to “Sorbian” artist biographies in times of social transformation processes; 
as freelancer project management in the field of dance.

Phil JAMISON is musician, dancer, and scholar of traditional Appalachian music and dance, who 
has taught and performed at festivals, workshops, and other events throughout the U.S. and abroad 
since the early 1970s. Jamison, who holds a master’s degree in Appalachian Studies, has done ex-
tensive research into the traditional dances of southern Appalachia, and his book, Hoedowns, Reels, 
and Frolics: Roots and Branches of Southern Appalachian Dance (University of Illinois Press, 2015), 
tells the story behind these American dance traditions. He teaches Appalachian Studies as well as 
traditional music and dance at Warren Wilson College, in Asheville, North Carolina. www.philjami-
son.com

Ayla JONCHEERE holds a PhD in Indian Languages and Cultures from Ghent University. Her project 
(2012 – 2016) was entitled “Kālbeliyās – Dancers, Gypsies or Snake Charmers: Staging of Authenticity 
and Dynamics of Identity”. She began her training in Kalbeliya dance at the age of twelve. Alongside 
this 18-years practice as a dancer, she studied Hindi and Sanskrit, received a major in Anthropology 
and a post-graduate in Cultural Management. She currently works as a Hindi lecturer and post-doc-
toral researcher at Ghent University. She has been performing in multiple dance projects (including 
Bollylicious), and is co-founder of Maghenta, platform for Indian inspired arts.

Sille KAPPER, PhD is a Dance Researcher at the Baltic Film, Media, Art and Communication School 
of Tallinn University (Estonia) since 2008, and a practising dance teacher since 1986. Since 2014, she 
is also the Artistic Director of Estonian Folklore Ensemble Leigarid. Her research activities are mainly 
focused on the traditional dance and folk dance revival movement in Estonia. She is active in the 
process of Estonian Song and Dance Celebrations, a board member of CIOFF-Estonia, a folk dance 
mentor at Estonian Folk Dance and Folk Music Association, and a council member of the Union of 
Estonian Dance Education and Dance Artists. 
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Ivana KATARINČIĆ holds a PhD from the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences of the Univer-
sity of Zagreb. Her research predominantly deals with the subject of dance forms, historical dances 
(Renaissance and Baroque dances), ballroom dances (social and sport dances), classical ballet, 
dance research methods, the body in dance, and dance techniques. She participates at and con-
tributes to international conferences and seminars at home and abroad. She is a member of the 
ICTM Study Group on Ethnochoreology.

Ronald KIBIRIGE is a Ugandan Arts Practitioner, Instrumentalist, Educationist and Researcher of 
East African Music and Dance Traditions. Completed an International Master in Dance Knowledge, 
Heritage and Practice (Choreomundus 2012-2014) and PhD in Humanities and the Arts (Ethnochore-
ology). Lecturer in Music and Dance at Makerere University – Kampala, Uganda. Wider Research In-
terests: Performing Arts in their Local Communal Contexts for Community Cultural Emancipation. 
Specific Lines of Interest: Safeguarding and Transmission of Music and Dance as Intangible Cultural 
Heritage; Dancing and Dance-Musicking as Processes of Knowing; Ethnographic Approaches to Mu-
sic and Dance within, and for the Community; and Body / Movement/Dance/Music Analysis. 

Csilla KÖNCZEI is a cultural researcher, film director, and curator. She is a full-time associate profes-
sor at the Department of Hungarian Ethnography and Anthropology of Babeş-Bolyai University. Her 
research interests are dance theory, dance anthropology, Labanotation, ritual studies, nonverbal semi-
otics, visual communication, visual anthropology, documentary film, gender and minority studies, and 
the society of the Romanian state-party régime. The author of several volumes, video-essays, and doc-
umentaries, she is the founder and president of Tranzit Foundation which runs Tranzit House in Cluj.

Maria KOUTSOUBA is Professor at the School of Physical Education and Sport Science (SPESS) at 
the National & Kapodistrian University of Athens (NKUA) and Tutor at the Hellenic Open University. 
Graduated from the SPESS (NKUA, 1989), she completed her Masters (MA) in Dance Studies (Univer-
sity of Surrey, 1991) and was awarded a doctorate in Ethnochoreology (University of London, 1997). 
Additionally, she is specialised in Labanotation and in Open & Distance Education. She is a member 
of scientific organisations in Greece and abroad, while her research interests/publications focus on 
ethnochoreology/dance anthropology, dance notation and analysis, and on educational innovations. 

Henrik KOVÁCS is a docent at the Hungarian Dance Academy in kinetography and a folk dance 
methodology teacher. His first degree was for rural development agriculture engineer, followed 
by folk dance teacher BA and MA at the Hungarian Dance Academy. As a former deputy head of a 
dance elementary school, he graduated as a public education leader at the Budapest University of 
Technology and Economics. In 2019 he earned his ethnography PhD at the University of Debrecen. 
Kovács participated in the Leonardo, Euroesthetica program and is a member of the ICKL. He has 
authored several dance methodology and kinetography studies.

Dariusz KUBINOWSKI is a full professor of social sciences; he received his Ph.D. and habilitation 
in human sciences with specialization in education. Since 1987 he is a member of the ICTM Study 
Group on Ethnochoreology. He is author of about 140 scientific publications, concerning among 
others dance in general, dance traditions of multiethnic borderland in eastern Poland, reconstruc-
tions of dance traditions in contemporary culture, and dance education. 

İdris Ersan KÜÇÜK was born in Trabzon and lived in Artvin Borçka until his university years. He took 1st 
place in his audition for the Turkish Folk Dance department at Ege University in 2002. He was involved 
as a dancer, musician and researcher in many organizations both in Turkey and abroad. He worked 
as a lecturer at Erzurum Atatürk University and Giresun University for a short-term. He published his 
Master’s Thesis on Giresun Folk Dances as a book in 2014. Currently, he continues to work on his PhD 
about Georgian Dance History in Anatolia and is working as a Research Assistant at Ege University. 

Rebeka KUNEJ PhD, is an assistant professor and research fellow at the Institute of Ethnomusicolo-
gy of the Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts. She is lecturer of the course 
Instrumental Folk Music and Folk Dance at the Academy of Music, University of Ljubljana. Through 
studies of folk dance and dancing, she examines the history of folk dance ensembles and folklore fes-
tivals in Slovenia, dance music on 78rpm records as a source of ethnochoreological research, ethno-
identity dance practices in post-1991 Slovenia, and dance as identity symbol of migrants. 
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Dilyana KURDOVA is a researcher of Balkan dance folklore.  Since 2010, she has been a guest teacher 
of Bulgarian and Greek dances at different recreational folklore groups and festivals all around Bul-
garia and abroad and has also been a judge at several folklore competitions. She has a Bachelors in 
International and European Studies from Panteion University, Athens, Greece and Masters in Bulgar-
ian Folklore Choreography under the guidance of Prof. Petar Angelov. Currently she is a PhD student 
in Bulgarian Folklore at the South-West University in Blagoevgrad with supervisor Prof. Georgi Garov.

Berna KURT has been involved in various dance contexts as a performer, instructor, dramaturg, 
critic and researcher. She holds a PhD in the history and politics of folk dance choreographies in 
Turkey and has a book entitled ‘Ulus’un Dansı/‘Türk Halk Oyunları’ Geleneğinin İcadı [The Dance 
of the ‘Nation’/Invention of ‘Turkish Folk Dances’ Tradition]. Kurt is currently working in the Arts 
Management Department at Istanbul Aydın University. Having a political science and history educa-
tion and dance practice background, she combines various disciplines in her research projects and 
looks at the dance aesthetics through the lens of social sciences. 

Irene (Rena) LOUTZAKI is a Dance Anthropologist and Notator. She trained in dance in Athens. 
She graduated from the Folkwang Hochschule für Musik, Theater und Tanz (Germany), where she 
studied dance notation (Certificate 1978), and was awarded a Ph D in Social Anthropology (Anthro-
pology of Dance) from the Queen’s University of Belfast (1989).  From 1974 to 1996 she worked with 
the Peloponnesian Folklore Foundation. She has carried out fieldwork in various areas in Greece, 
and especially among the refugees from Eastern Romelia (N. Thrace), and on the island of Crete. 
Her research interests revolve around issues such as gender, identity, politics, and the governmental 
cultural policy.  

Daniela MACHOVÁ, Ph.D. studied Sociology at Charles University and Dance Theory at the Acad-
emy of Performing Arts. Her long-term research interests are in social and competitive ballroom 
dancing. She also published a study on the audience of dance performances and on the dancer pro-
fession. In cooperation with the Czech Arts and Theater Institute, she conducted extensive quantita-
tive and qualitative research on dance studios in the Czech Republic. She is a dance critic focused 
on contemporary dance and Dance Theatre.

Siri MAELAND is an Associate Professor in Traditional Dance at the Norwegian Centre for Traditional 
Music and dance (Sff). She holds a Ph.D. in Ethnochoreology and an MA in Ethnomusicology. Since 
2001 she has taught as a part time university teacher at NTNU. She is an instructor of UNESCO’s ICH 
Convention, supervisor for the Norwegian folk dance revival movement in ethnopedagogy, dance 
analysis, and dance archive. She has written in textbooks for students and is involved in several 
research projects such as the 2020 issue of the world of music (new series) on Choreomusicology, 
and the forthcoming book on the Minuet in Northern countries. 

Mats MELIN is a Swedish born traditional dancer, choreographer, and researcher. He has worked 
professionally with dance in Scotland and Ireland since 1995. He held the position as Traditional 
Dancer in Residence for four Scottish Local Authorities. He is an office bearer for the Traditional 
Dance Forum of Scotland. Mats is an  ethnochoreologist and a Lecturer in Dance at the Irish World 
Academy of Music and Dance, University of Limerick, Ireland and is Course Director (acting) of the 
MA Ethnochoreology programme and the MA Irish Dance Studies programme.

Liz MELLISH PhD University College London (UCL) (2014). Secretary ICTM study group on Music and 
Dance in Southeastern Europe. Currently works as an independent researcher on projects investi-
gating social dance, cultural events and choreographic practices in the Banat region of Romania, 
and dance connections between the Balkans and the UK.

Chloe MIDDLETON-METCALFE  Based in the dance department of Roehampton University (Lon-
don), Chloe has been investigating the post-WWII developments of barn dances or ceilidhs in England 
for her PhD thesis. Chloe has produced two online publications An Introductory Bibliography of Tra-
ditional Social Folk Dance for the Vaughan Williams Memorial library (vwml.org/socialfolkdancebibli-
ography) and A Beginner’s Guide to English Folk Dance Costume for the English Folk Dance and Song 
Society. Chloe’s research interests include nationalism, folklore, and Englishness, contemporary (re-
vivalist) folk dance practices, and clothing used for traditional dance. 
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Jeanette MOLLENHAUER is the first Australian to undertake research about either Irish or Croatian 
dance in Australia. Joining the Study Group in 2014, Jeanette also serves on the Committee for the 
ICTM Archives. She co-authored the Study Group’s Maud Karpeles chapter, and wrote a separate 
section about Karpeles as IFMC Honorary Secretary, for the forthcoming ICTM 70th Anniversary pub-
lication. Her first monograph, Dancing at the Southern Crossroads, was published in 2020. Along 
with her interest in diasporic dance, Jeanette has published works about archival records of dance 
in Australia and taxonomic choices in dance research. 

Eric César MORALES is a postdoctoral fellow at Utah State University and has previously taught 
at Indiana University, Bloomington, where he received the Graduate Scholar’s and the President’s 
Diversity Fellowships. He is the book review editor for Western Folklore and is currently editing a spe-
cial issue on the intersections of ethnochoreology and folklore. In addition to his academic writings 
on dance, he has performed in local, national, and international festivals with Polynesian dance 
groups from California, Indiana, and French Polynesia. He has also served on dance panels for the 
National Heritage Fellowships awarded by the National Endowment for the Arts.

Andriy NAHACHEWSKY PhD (Ukrainian folklore, 1991) is Professor Emeritus at the University of 
Alberta in Canada. Over 15 years as Curator of the Bohdan Medwidsky Ukrainian Folklore Archives, 
he developed a large and diverse collection of Ukrainian dance materials there. Nahachewsky has 
many years of experience as a performer of Ukrainian dance, choreographer, adjudicator, critic, and 
consultant. He is author of three books on dance to date, including Ukrainian Dance: A Cross-Cultur-
al Approach (2012). His field research projects on Ukrainian dance and Ukrainian culture took place 
across Canada, and a dozen other countries. His research concentrates both on participatory rural 
dance traditions as well as stage dance communities. 

Orfhlaith NÍ BHRIAIN is an ethnochoreologist and Course Director of the MA in Irish Traditional 
Dance Performance programme at the Irish World Academy of Music and Dance, University of Lim-
erick, Ireland. As an accomplished performer and teacher of Irish music, song and dance, she deliv-
ers workshops and seminars internationally and is a recognized expert in the Irish traditional music 
and dance world.  Her research interests include Arts in Health, Irish Music and Dance studies and 
Music and Dance Education. She is an active member of the Arts and Health Research Cluster and 
a director of Dance Ireland. 

Mats NILSSON PhD is Associate Professor (emeritus) in Ethnology in the Department of Cultural 
Sciences, University of Gothenburg, Sweden. Nilsson has been a member of the Study Group since 
1989. Among his recent publications in English are the following: “Dance and Folk Devils” in Bakka 
et al (eds) Waltzing through Europe, “From Local to Global: Reflections on Dance Dissemination 
and Migration within Polska and Lindy Hop Communities” in Dance Research Journal, In and Out 
of Norden: Dance and the Migratory Condition, “Dance and Revival – from a Swedish Perspective” in 
Stavělová, Daniela & Buckland, Theresa (eds) Folklore Revival Movements in Europe post 1950. Shift-
ing Contexts and Perspectives.

Tomasz NOWAK, post-doctoral degree (dr hab.), is Assistant Professor and Deputy Director at the 
Institute of Musicology University of Warsaw. He studied musicology, theory of dance and cultural 
management and conducted fieldwork in Central and Eastern Europe as well in Indonesia (Bali). 
Nowak has published three books and more than 60 articles and chapters mainly on: musical and 
dance traditions among the Polish minorities alongside the eastern borders, changes of musical 
and dance traditions in Poland, contemporary musical cultures of Balinese and Upper Lusatians, 
and historical sources for the Polish traditional dances.

Goriola OLABANKE OYINKA holds the prestigious Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degree Scholar-
ship. Equipped with a Bachelor’s (Hons) in Theatre Arts from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria, she is a 
versatile dance professional and a choreographer with an impeccable sense of rhythm and a creative 
ability for personal expression through performance. As an inquisitive researcher, she seeks to hone 
her analytical abilities to explore a world of conceptual possibilities. She aims to teach dance through 
an individual-centered and embodied process of learning that can assist students in achieving the 
best of their bodies, and understand how to use their bodies as a means of effective communication.
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Mehmet Öcal ÖZBILGIN is a Professor (PhD) at Ege University State Turkish Music Conservatory, 
Turkish Folk Dance Department in İzmir, Turkey. Since 1991 he has taught courses on types, genres, 
history and staging of traditional  dances in Turkey. His publications and research presentations 
treat structural analysis of Anatolian traditional dances and changes in socio-cultural context. He 
is Vice Chair of the ICTM Study Group on Music and Dance in Southeastern Europe and a member 
of the Ethnochoreology Study Group. Editorial board and referees of journals of music and dance 
studies in Turkey. ocal.ozbilgin@ege.edu.tr).

Arzu ÖZTÜRKMEN   Trained in folklore studies at the University of Pennsylvania, Arzu Öztürkmen is 
professor of performance studies at Boğaziçi University in Istanbul, Turkey.  She is the author of Raks-
dan Oyuna: Türkiye’de Dansın Modern Halleri (From Raks to Oyun: Modern Ways of Dancing in Turkey, 
2016), “Politics of National Dance in Turkey” (2001), “I Dance Folklore” (2002), “Modern Dance Alla Tur-
ca: Transforming Ottoman Dance in Early Republican Turkey” (2003), “Reflections on Pina Bausch’s Is-
tanbul Project” (2004), and “The Multiple Faces of Meaning in the Structural Analysis of Modern Turkish 
Folk Dance Tradition” (2007).  Öztürkmen is currently chairing the National Committee of ICTM-Turkey.

Dóra PÁL-KOVÁCS is coordinator of the Directorate for the Intangible Cultural Heritage in the Hun-
garian Open Air Museum. She earned a Bachelor Degree in 2012 and Master Degree in 2014 in the 
field of ethnography and dance anthropology at University of Szeged. She defended her PhD dis-
sertation titled Men and female in dance tradition of Magyarózd in 2019 at ”Babeş–Bolyai” University 
in Cluj-Napoca. Her research topic is about examining the gender roles within the dance tradition of 
Magyarózd in the 20th century. 

Marianna PANOURGIA   I am a Greek contemporary dancer and dance educator. I hold a Diploma 
in Dance Teaching from the Rallou Manou Higher Professional Dance School (Greece), and a Master 
of Arts in Ethnochoreology from the Irish World Academy of Music and Dance, University of Limerick 
(Ireland). Currently, I am a contemporary dance professor at the Dance Department of the Institute 
of Vocational Training (Greece), as well as a dance teacher in secondary education (Artistic School 
of Drapetsona, Greece). I work as an independent artist and researcher with my focus on the field of 
documentation of contemporary dance education and teaching processes.

Gergana PANOVA-TEKATH, D.Sc., Associate Professor at the Institute for Art Studies of the Bulgarian 
Academy of Sciences in Sofia and at the Folkwang University of Arts in Essen, Germany. Ethnochore-
ologist, Communicative Scientist, Laban-Notator, Professional Dancer, Dance Teacher and Choreog-
rapher, Dissertation in Cultural Philosophy, Habilitation in Ethnomusicology and Intercultural Com-
munications. Research focuses on Soviet, American, Democratic and Emigrant models of “Dancing 
the Bulgarian way”, Dance Therapy and International Folk Dancing in Contemporary Theatres and with 
Refugees. Author of two books “Tanz nach der Wende” Vol. 1 and Vol. 2.

Mark E. PERRY serves as assistant professor of ethnomusicology and historical musicology at 
Oklahoma State University. He holds a Ph.D. in music from the University of Kansas. His research 
interests include Spanish music and electronic dance music. Active as a scholar, he has presented 
papers at national and international conferences such as the American Musicological Society, Soci-
ety for Ethnomusicology, and International Council for Traditional Music. Engaged in publishing, he 
has contributed to the Roberto Gerhard Companion (Ashgate, 2013) and many articles to the music 
dictionaries such as Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart and the Grove Dictionary of Music. 

Filip PETKOVSKI is a PhD candidate at the WAC/D department at UCLA where he works as a teach-
ing associate. His doctoral dissertation entitled From Community to Humanity: Dance as Intangible 
Cultural Heritage explores the gradual process of recontextualizing three social dances from the 
former Yugoslavia into humanity’s heritage. He is also a recent graduate from the Choreomundus 
International Master on Dance Knowledge, Practice and Heritage and works as dance instructor and 
choreographer in the United States and Europe. 

Miriam PHILLIPS is a U.S.-based dance practitioner, scholar, educator, and Laban/Bartenieff 
movement analyst. She has conducted dance ethnology fieldwork in India, Spain, Guinea-West Af-
rica and the U.S. Currently a PhD Researcher and Guest Lecturer at the University of Limerick’s Irish 
World Academy of Music and Dance, her doctoral project applies an ethnochoreological lens to 
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contemporary dance choreographic practice. This research is explored through the creation of an 
autoethnographic choreographic event of her erased Jewish family lineage to explore themes of 
exclusion, displacement, and identity. ‘My Grandmothers’ Grandmother: The Embodiment of a New 
Work of Research Creation Becoming’ was published in AJS Perspectives, 2019.

Rainer POLAK  Trained in Social Anthropology and African Studies, Rainer Polak is a postdoctoral 
researcher at the Max Planck Institute for Empirical Aesthetics (Frankfurt, Germany). Based on in-
tense, long-term fieldwork relationships maintained in Bamako and various villages in rural south-
ern Mali since the 1990s, his ethnographic and social-scientific research has focused on vernacular 
dance music performance. Polak has also engaged in music theory, empirical musicology, and cog-
nitive-science research on musical rhythm perception and performance. Current projects include 
the construction of a substantial multi-media corpus and the ethnographic study of participatory 
music and dance performance in a Malian peasant community.

Colin QUIGLEY is Course Director for Ethnomusicology and Ethnochoreology programmes at the 
University of Limerick. His publications include “Choreomusical Interactions, Hierarchical Struc-
tures, and Social Relations: A Methodological Account” (with Siri Maeland) and “Peasant Dancers 
and Gypsy Musicians: Social Hierarchy and Choreomusical Interaction” (with Sandor Varga) (2021); 
“The Anglophone Reception of György Martin’s Work|” in Foundations of Hungarian Ethnochoreolo-
gy: Selected Papers of György Martin (co-editor 2020);  “The Hungarian Dance House Movement and 
Revival of Transylvanian String Band Music” (2020); and earlier publications: Music from the Heart: 
Compositions of a Folk Fiddler(1995), and Close to the Floor: Folk Dance in Rural Newfoundland (1985).  

Mridupankhi RAJKUMARI  I am a PhD scholar at the School of Arts and Aesthetics, Jawaharlal 
Nehru University, New Delhi, India. My area of research is Ritual, Dance, Performance and Gender 
Studies. I also have keen interest in films, archiving and conservation. Earlier, I have worked as a re-
search assistant at Asia Art Archive (India). I presented a paper titled From Participation to Presenta-
tion: The process of creating communities in the study of Sattriya Nritya, a ritual dance form of Assam 
at the 45th ICTM, Chulalongkorn University Thailand which is based on my current PhD research. 

Naiara Müssnich ROTTA  I am a Brazilian historian and oriental dancer. In my Bachelor’s and Mas-
ter’s Degree in History, both completed at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS) in 
Porto Alegre, south of Brazil, I developed a research about the history of Belly Dance through English 
travel reports about Egypt (nineteenth century). As a dancer, I worked as a teacher in the Amarein 
School of Arab Dances, also in Porto Alegre, and as a performer in the most different environments 
– from theatres to restaurants. I am currently researching about the professional market of Belly 
Dance in Cairo, Egypt.

Raymundo RUIZ is a LOD Certified Specialist. He studied Advanced Labanotation. He is a member 
of the ICKL and he founded the Grupo de Estudio de Notación Laban México. He studied the EM-
JMD Choreomundus: International Master in Dance Knowledge, Practice and Heritage, and a MA 
in Dance Research (2015) at the Cenidi Danza. He is a co-editor of the phonogram/book Cantares 
de Ceremonia y Toques de Obligación en el Rito Actual de los Concheros (2018) and is co-author of 
the Catálogo de Mariachis y Repertorios Grabados (2014). His main research interests are the dance 
notation systems of traditional dances and the movement analysis of traditional dance. 

Urmimala SARKAR is an Associate Professor of Theatre and Performance Studies at the School of 
Arts and Aesthetics in Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India. She is a dancer and a chore-
ographer and has performed extensively within and outside India. Her present research focuses on 
politics of performance and gender and dance. She is currently a co-investigator for a project “Crisis 
of Democracy: Through the Lens of Cultural Trauma”, funded by Consortium of Humanities Centres 
and Institutes and Mellon Foundation. She is a resource person for Kolkata Sanved, an NGO working 
to provide dance and movement therapy in India.

Elina SEYE is a postdoctoral researcher in musicology at the University of Helsinki. She has a PhD 
from the University of Tampere (Finland), where she has previously worked as a lecturer. Her doctor-
al thesis “Performing a Tradition in Music and Dance. Embodiment and Interaction in Sabar Dance 
Events” (2014) deals with Senegalese social dance events, and her current research considers the 
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same tradition of dance and music in other contexts. She has also conducted research on African 
music and African musicians in Finland. 

Stephanie SMITH is the former Archives Director of the Ralph Rinzler Folklife Archives, Center for 
Folklife and Cultural Heritage, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. She is currently a Research 
Associate of the Center. She holds an MLitt and PhD in Scottish Ethnology from the University of 
Edinburgh. Her research specialties are English country dance in North America, the Scottish folk 
revival, and comparative Scottish, English, and Appalachian folk music and dance traditions. Steph-
anie has been participating in the ICTM Study Group on Ethnochoreology symposia since 2002. She 
has been active as a dance caller since 1978.

Sebnem SOZER-OZDEMIR is a faculty member of the Department of Performing Arts at Duzce Uni-
versity, Turkey. She has an MFA degree in Acting (2010), an MA degree in Dance Studies (2014) with a 
dissertation on Horon practice in Turkey, and a PhD degree in Theatre Studies (2016) with a disserta-
tion that explores the relationship of traditional performing arts of Turkey with actor’s art. She had 
practical Noh and Nihonbuyō training in Kyoto/Japan (2005–2007). Her research interests include 
acting theories and Asian performative traditions. She has given courses on Asian performing arts, 
theories of acting and directing, design, and mythology.

Placida STARO is a musician, professor in Ethnomusicology and Performing Arts. She published 
articles, books, CD and films concerning music, singing, and dance from minorities and cultural 
groups of Italy since 1974. She has been a member of the ICTM since 1985 and the Study Group on 
Ethnochoreology from 1987, serving as its vice-chair from 2012-2020. She was a member of the Euro-
pean Seminar on Kinetography Laban from 1990. She is an independent researcher and director of 
the “Centro di Ricerca e Documentazione della Cultura Montanara” in Monghidoro (Bologna - Italy).

Daniela STAVĚLOVÁ is Director of Research in Ethnomusicology and Ethnochoreology at the Insti-
tute of Ethnology of the Czech Academy of Sciences and Associate Professor in Dance Studies of the 
Academy of Performing Arts in Prague, Czech Republic. As a member of the ICTM Study Group on 
Ethnochoreology she organised conferences and Sub-Study Group meetings. For several years she 
was involved in the IPEDAM - Erasmus Intensive Programme for New Ethnochoreologists at NTNU in 
Trondheim. Recently she is a leader of the research project dealing with the Folklore revival move-
ment in the Czech lands 1945-1989 at the Institute of Ethnology CAS.

Anna SZÉKELY obtained her BA and MA in ethnochoreology and dance anthropology at the Uni-
versity of Szeged. She also completed the Choreomundus - International Master Program in Dance 
Knowledge, Practice, and Heritage. Her research interests centre around the Hungarian revival 
movement. She is doing fieldwork in Transylvanian villages, international folk dance and music 
camps, urban festivals, dance houses, and folk-dance competitions. Her doctoral research inves-
tigates the concept of authenticity in the Hungarian revival movement. The investigation employs 
historical approaches and personal fieldwork materials. She presents her research projects and re-
sults in different conferences and lectures.

Vivien SZŐNYI holds a B.A. and M.A. in ethnography and cultural anthropology from the University 
of Szeged, Hungary. She is an independent researcher and PhD candidate in the Doctoral School 
in History at University of Szeged. Her research is interested in the functional transformation of 
Moldavian traditional dance culture from the middle of the twentieth century to these days. She 
has engaged in several fieldwork expeditions in Romania and The Republic of Moldova. Szőnyi is 
a member of the Hungarian Association for Ethnochoreology, Hungarian Cultural Anthropological 
Association, and European Association of Social Anthropologists. 

Melissa TEODORO is an Associate Professor of the Department of Dance at Slippery Rock University 
of Pennsylvania (USA). She holds an MFA degree in Performance and Choreography from the University 
of Hawaii and an MA degree in Dance Ethnology from UCLA. She is Artistic Director of Palenque, a dance 
ensemble that features Afro-Colombian Dance and tours regionally. Every year, she travels to Colombia 
to engage in ethnographic research and the re-construction of historic dances. 

Deborah THOMPSON has been a dancer and dance caller of tradition-based American and English 
dance for over 40 years, and leader of the folk dance troupe, Berea College Country Dancers, for 
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nine years. She earned a Ph.D. in Geography from the University of Kentucky, with a research and 
publications focus on the impact of race, gender, and place on traditional music and dance in the 
Appalachian region of the United States. She is currently employed in digital humanities and his-
torical document editing while organizing and producing a variety of traditional music and dance 
events and festivals in Kentucky.

Dalia URBANAVIČIENĖ was born in Vilnius in 1958. She pursued music history studies (1981–1986) at 
the Lithuanian State Conservatory (now Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre, LAMT) and  exter-
nal PhD studies (2000–2001) at LAMT.  She has worked as Lector (1989-2003) and Associate. Professor 
(since 2003 up to now) in the Department of Ethnomusicology at LAMT as well as  Associate  Profes-
sor in the Department of Dance and Theatre at the Lithuanian Education University (2014–2018). Her 
research interests include ritual and regional dances, structural analysis & classification of dance, 
music/movement connection, and dance revival.  Publications include two monographs (in Lith.) 
Lithuanian Ritual Ethnochoreography (2000) and Danced and Played Sutartinės (2009), more than 60 
articles and more than 80 presentations in conferences. 

Sándor VARGA is an associate professor at the Department of Ethnography and Cultural Anthro-
pology of the University of Szeged (Hungary), and coordinator of the specialization in dance folklor-
istics and Choreomundus Program of the University. Since 2013, he has been working as a scientific 
co-worker at the Institute for Musicology, Research Centre for the Humanities. He is a member of the 
ICTM, the Hungarian Association of Ethnographers, and the chair of the Hungarian Association for 
Ethnochoreology. His main research areas are dance folkloristics and social ethnography in villages 
of the Alpine-Carpathian Region.

Akhila VIMAL C. is a PhD candidate at Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. Her research in-
terests are disfiguration and staging of relationalities of disability, gender, and caste in textual and 
performance practices of India. Her articles include ‘Prosthetic Rasa: Dance On Wheels And Chal-
lenged Kinesthetics’ in Research in Drama Education, ‘Performing Disfiguration: Construction Of The 
‘Primitive’ and The Ambiguities Of Representing Pain In Kathakali’ in Journal of Emerging Dance 
Scholarship, Performing Disfiguration: Staging of relationalities in Pottan Teyyam’ in Performance 
Research and a book chapter titled, ‘Performing Disability: Representation and Power in ‘Classical’ 
Indian Dance’ in The Routledge Handbook of Disability Arts, Culture, and Media. 

Deborah WILLIAMS holds a BA in Dance with a focus on education and community partnerships 
from Smith College (Five College Dance Department). From the University of Roehampton in Lon-
don, Deborah received both an MA in Dance Anthropology and a PhD in Dance. She joined the Study 
Group in 2014. Her research is rooted in the fields of dance anthropology, ethnography, and oral his-
tory, and centres around highlighting the voices of non-professional dancers. Her current research 
areas include investigating dance and social value, and dance/movement within digital game de-
sign. She is a lecturer in Dance Studies at the University of Malta.

Şahin YALDIZ is a MA student in Cultural Heritage Studies at Central European University. During his 
undergraduate studies in Translation and Interpreting Studies at Boğaziçi University (Istanbul) he 
founded a folklore club and acted as its head since 2013. In this context, he archived many Turkish 
folk tales, folk songs, dances, and myths about the Zeibeks (social bandits) by visiting villages in the 
Aegean Region, many heretofore undiscovered. Şahin also established an initiative called “Academic 
Zeibek Villages”, summer camps in various Aegean villages, where he, together with Boğaziçi University 
students, investigated, learned, and recorded local Zeibek music and dances. 

Tvrtko ZEBEC, PhD, Senior Researcher/Scientific Advisor; Director (2011–2015), and Assistant of the 
Director (since 2019) at the Institute of Ethnology and Folklore Research; honorary professor, guest 
lecturer at universities in Zagreb, Zadar, Osijek (Croatia), Sarajevo (BiH), Roehampton (UK), Choreo-
mundus International MA, UCA (France); author of the bilingual book Krčki tanci – plesno-etnološka 
studija. Tanac dances on the Island of Krk – Dance Ethnology Study (2005), awarded for the scientific 
and educational work by Croatian Ethnology Society; Chair of the Publication Committee, member 
of the Board of the ICTM Study Group on Ethnochoreology; Chair of the National Committee for ICH.
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ROUNDTABLE
All the roundtable participants are practitioners and dance teachers. Nine of ten are, or have been 
working within the frame of the transmission project Bygda dansar (www.bygdadansar.no). The 
group’s strengths are the connections between academic research and the traditional dance prac-
tice. Academic research and safeguarding issues have been and are influencing the whole group 
whether they work mainly with transmission questions in the academic or artistic sphere. The Nor-
wegian Centre for Traditional Music and Dance is a centre that includes a huge dance and music ar-
chive, academic research and different kinds of transmission activities. The centre shares the same 
physical office space as the Dance section, NTNU, and the centre is an associated partner to the 
international master programme Choreomundus. Several of the academic staff members at the 
centre teach annually and are used as examinators at NTNU and USN. They are part of the tradi-
tional music research group at USN, and are currently collaborating in including a BA in traditional 
dance performance to the USN BA in traditional music.

Siri Mæland, Phd, Associated Professor in Traditional Dance, Bygda dansar advisor (coordinator 
of the round table)

Professor emeritus Egil Bakka, The Norwegian University for Science and Technology (NTNU)

Professor Anne Fiskvik, in charge of the Nordic master in Dance and Dance studies, NTNU

Sigurd J Heide, MA, Dance teacher for Bygda dansar, Choreographer and dancer

Ulf-Arne Johannessen, Dance teacher for Bygda dansar, Professional Dancer and Musician

Tone Erlien Myrvold, MA, Dance Scholar and Curator in Traditional Dance

Stian J Roland, MA, Dancer and musician, Head of Department of Traditional Arts and Traditional 
Music, Faculty of Humanities, Sports and Educational Science, University of South-Eastern Norway 
(USN)

Magni Rosvold, MA, Dance teacher for Bygda dansar, Cultural Broker

Torill Steinjord, Dance teacher for Bygda dansar, Professional Dancer

Sjur Viken, MA, Music Scholar and archivist in Traditional Music
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